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EDITOR’S CORNER
by Ruth Z. Deming, MGPGP
New Directions Founder/Director

This issue of the Compass
is brought to you by all of our
contributors who bravely wrote
their stories and stunning ones
they are. They talk about tough
things: the death of a daughter
from a heroin overdose, early
onset of Alzheimer’s disease, increasing despair
of a man on dialysis who awaits a new kidney.
Their resilience is inspirational. Whether they find
strength in religion, support groups, or sheer
“stubbornness,” their stories will tug your heart and
make you grateful for the blessings in your own life.
Writing is cathartic. “Mommy Dearest” is a
surprising tale of a woman losing her mother to
death, a mother she never really had in the first
place. Unfathomable but true. Thanks, Judy.
But, hey, let’s stop with the glum thoughts.
When you attend a New Directions meeting,
certainly a place of catharsis aplenty – you will
hear peals of laughter as a welcome respite from
sharing our current “challenges,” a euphemism
for very difficult problems, all brilliantly handled
by our team of leaders. You’ll read within these
pages a Report from The Hodges who run Our
Loved Ones’ Group.
When Compass time rolls around at the end
of each year, people tell me, “Oh, it’ll be easy.
You’ve done it so many times.” This is true. We’ve
always had a newsletter since our inception in
1986. Yet, it’s never easy. Writing is never easy.
That’s why I have a cadre of proofreaders and
feedback-givers, who make our stories shine.
Thanks Ada!
To be an effective writer, we need to read
good books. The Upper Moreland Library in
Willow Grove, PA, is my second home. Currently
I have half a dozen books checked out. “In a
Different Key: The Story of Autism” by John
Donvan and Caren Zucker is a scientific inquiry
into autism, a 700-pager, easy-to-understand.
Since my brother, David, had autism – he died at
age 29 - it is of particular interest to me and my
93-year-old mother. I often read her selections
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when I go visit her in her own home, where she’s
tenderly cared for by my sister Ellen. Strides are
being made in treating autism. You’ve probably
seen television reports on autistic youngsters
who tote around computers that help them
communicate. Autism is a serious developmental
disorder that impairs the ability to communicate
and interact. In this issue, we have a couple of
articles about understanding autism.
Another important book I’m reading is “The
Sixth Extinction” by Elizabeth Kolbert, a science
writer for The New Yorker. Homo sapiens, writes
Kolbert about the phenomenon of the group
of people, born in Africa, who “reproduce at
an unprecedented rate. In a single century the
population doubles; then it doubles again and
then again. Vast forests are razed. Humans do
this deliberately, in order to feed themselves.
Less deliberately, they shift organisms from
one continent to another, reassembling the
biosphere.
“This, in turn,” she continues, “alters the
climate and the chemistry of the oceans.”
You know the rest. Extinction of various
species. Somewhere Charles Darwin riding on a
tortoise is shedding tears.
One of New Directions’ great traditions is
helping out at the 900-acre nature preserve
Pennypack Trust in Huntingdon Valley. Due to
the work of director David Robertson and others
before him, Pennypack’s land is preserved “in
perpetuity.”
Here you will find swaying golden fields in
autumn, meandering miles of the Pennypack
Creek, where centuries before us the Pennapacka
native Americans lived in harmony with the land,
and immense trees – some with edible fruit –
scaling the skies.
About 20 of us will gather this April 9 for the
“Pennypack Creek Cleanup,” a small thing we
can do to repay Nature for her bounty. Join us!
The Brain and Behavioral Health Foundation
makes continual strides to find causes and
treatments for the hundreds of disorders that
lodge in our brains. In an email I received this
week, I learned that “researchers have found new
clues as to how brain plasticity can overcome
a genetic predisposition to bipolar disorder.”
Hurry up putting this into practice!
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As many of you know, my own “bipolar
disorder one” lasted from age 38 to 58, and then
decided to melt away like the wicked witch. Why
or how is not known. An Einstein psychiatrist
I saw before my kidney transplant in 2011 –
lithium ruined my kidneys – told me that later in
life “bipolar disorder may resolve itself.”
We, at New Directions, are staunch advocates
of taking medication and getting psychotherapy.
With the power of meds and a compassionate
therapist who knows and cares about you, you
have the best chance of living a happy productive
life filled with meaning.
A quick shout-out to Mary Ann Moylen,
nutritionist at the Willow Grove Giant
Supermarket. See Mary Ann who will help you
eat nourishing foods and help you lose weight
as many psych meds cause weight gain. Phone:
215-784-1960.
“Uncle Bernie’s Kitchen” makes another
appearance here in the Compass. I met Freda
and Bernie a dozen years ago when a short
profile of me and New Directions appeared
in the Philadelphia Inquirer. Talk about being
fearless and following your bliss! That’s Freda
and Bernie for you. Read Bernie’s salmon recipe.
A great raconteur, Bernie likes to sit after dinner,
eating almonds, and talking about his younger
years. I’ve included some of his death-defying
adventures in World War II, when he was
stationed in the South Pacific. Only fair since his
wife Freda completed her own book.
Sitting on my book shelf is my autographed
copy of “My name is Freda Rose, A Memoir.”
I call on her when I’m really stumped about
something. The other day I asked her help about
“Lynn,” a 65-year-old widow whose 40-year-old
son “Austin” has made several suicide attempts.
“Lavish him with love,” said Freda. “Don’t
give up on him, but always tell him you love him.”
After you’ve read the Compass, send me an
email. I love feedback! RuthDeming at Comcast.
net. As I said to my mom, while riding my
stationary bike for exercise, “What’ll I do when
I’m finished? I won’t have a thing to do.”
Mom only laughed. And thanked me for the
Valentine post card I sent to her and my sister
Ellen. And my sisters Donna, Lynn and Amy. It’s
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a fun thing to do, trying to think of something
creative to write about. The last card I wrote
was to the mother of my remarkable colleague
Ada Moss Fleisher. “Dear Lillian,” I wrote to the
centenarian with the beautiful hair in her facility
in Dresher, “How do you like all the mounds of
snow outside? Do you remember sled-riding
when you were a kid growing up in Mount
Airy?”
Try your hand at writing postcards. Make
a game of it. Fill it out before Mailman Justin
comes. You’ll make someone feel good!
Recently I was listening to the one and only
Maggie Smith on Fresh Air. Now 81, she spoke
about her long career – yes! we love Downtown
Abbey too! – and my ears perked up when she
spoke words that could easily apply to those of
us with a mental illness. She was speaking about
acting in a new role.
“You’re absolutely trapped. You must do it.
You don’t have a say in it.”
Not exactly. With meds, psychotherapy, and
the best healers you can find, life can be a thing
of joy and beauty. But, careful, it goes by quick
as a wink. Like the cardinal winging past your
window.
One more thing! Order your green Mental
Health Awareness Magnets for the rear of your
vehicle or your refrigerator. One is $10 including
mailing. Send me an email to discuss group
discounts. RuthDeming at Comcast. net.

It’s Not Just About the
Teeth: An Overview of
Depression and Oral
Health
by Saul Miller, DDS
Major depression affects both mental and
physical health, and a relationship has also been
shown with dental health. In fact, a 2014 Australian
study of 10,000 people, ages 20-70, showed that
poor dental health increased the likelihood of
depression, independent of other factors such as
Body Mass Index and inflammation in the body.
Studies have shown a 41-78% simultaneous
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presence of depression and chronic pain which
may include oral and facial pain. In addition,
changes in diet and nutrition, along with an
increased craving for carbohydrates related to low
levels of the neurotransmitter serotonin, increase
the risk for dental decay and gum disease. Of
course, symptoms of depression such as lack of
energy, motivation and self-worth may also lead
to decreased dental treatment and compliance
with oral hygiene.
Common side effects of antidepressant
medications can also be contributory factors to
serious dental related problems. These side
effects include xerostomia (dry mouth), nausea,
gingivitis and bruxism (teeth grinding).
The question is, “What can you do to prevent
or resolve dental problems?” The answers are
essentially the same for a person with a mood
disorder as for someone who has diabetes, heart
disease or is disease-free at the moment.
1.	
Perform good oral hygiene on a daily
basis.
2. Maintain good nutrition.
3.	Schedule and keep regular check-up and
maintenance dental appointments.
4.	Be sure that your dentist takes a thorough
dental and medical history, including
medications.
5.	Be sure that the medical history is updated
at each appointment.
6.	
Do not be embarrassed about your
problems or medication. Tell the truth..
7.	Have necessary treatment performed in a
timely manner. Small problems are easier
and less costly to resolve than bigger
problems. If necessary, free and low cost
dental clinics may be a consideration. See
below.
8.	
Discuss preventive measures with the
dentist such as:
• Over-the-counter or prescription fluoride
toothpaste or gel.
• Over-the-counter or prescription fluoride
rinse.
• Oral appliance to lessen the effects of
bruxism (teeth grinding).
Note: 
The psychiatrist should also be
informed of this symptom.
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•T
 echniques to improve oral hygiene.
• Improved nutrition.
• Use of products for dry mouth, such as
Biotene products containing xylitol, a
natural sugar substitute.
At the very least brush thoroughly prior to
bedtime and in the morning, clean in between
your teeth with floss and rinse with water after
meals. If nothing else, like chicken soup, it can’t
hurt.
For more information about this topic, you
may wish to Google the following:
Carbohydrates and Depression, Serotonin and
Carbohydrates and Oral Health and Depression.
Saul Miller is editor of The Journal of the Philadelphia
County Dental Society. He has practiced dentistry in
Northeast Philadelphia for more than 37 years and is a
faculty member at Temple University Kornberg School of
Dentistry.
Answers to more than 300 dental related questions can be
found on www.ShareCare.com/doctor/dr-saul-miller/answers.
His website is SaulMillerDDS. com.

ASK DR. LEE CELIO
Do you recommend any particular diet or
supplements for the older adult?
When discussing nutrition and supplements
with older adults I always want to consider
recommending high energy foods which include
healthy amounts of proteins, carbohydrates and
fats as well as vitamins and minerals.
In general, seniors should, like their younger
counterparts, avoid empty calories which are
foods with few nutrients. These are mainly snack
foods such as cookies and chips.
All patients should also attempt to follow
a diet that is low in cholesterol and saturated
fats. The gender and medical condition of the
patient may help a physician customize their
recommendations based on risk of osteoporosis,
high blood pressure, heart disease and cancer.
There is some evidence that multivitamins
such as Centrum Silver can reduce the risk of
cancer by as much as nine percent in elderly
men. Seniors must also be empowered to make
choices that are right for them since controversies
exist among recommendations from reputable
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sources of what is most healthy. For instance,
while many recommend calcium supplements
for prevention of osteoporosis along with vitamin
D and in some cases prescription medications,
others point out that calcium supplements may
lead to increased heart disease.
If they are homebound, ill, or in a facility but their
minds are good, how can they feel important or
have a life of meaning?
They should remain engaged with social
activities that will continue to challenge them to
keep intellectually active.
Lee Celio, MD, is an internist and gerontologist at Nazareth
Hospital in Philadelphia.

WHAT MAKES ME HAPPY
by Karl Rickels, MD
February 23, 2016
What makes me happy?
A tough question. I had
to think long and hard
because I am the typical
optimist and many things
Karl Rickels or “Opa,”
make me happy.
German for Grandpa,
Thinking back, however, celebrates Christmas
I did have my ups and 2015 in Colorado. Opa
downs. I lost Christa, is 91 and Ashley, his
my German wife, who youngest grandchild is
2 and a half. He has six
immigrated with me to grandchildren, 3 boys
America in 1963 of ovarian and 3 girls.
cancer when our son Larry
was 8 years old. I later married Linda and we had
2 sons, Michael and Stephen, and I had 40 of my
happiest years with Linda and my 3 boys.
Then, all of a sudden, brain cancer struck
Linda. But even here we were lucky as Linda’s
cancer went into remission, giving us 5 more
years before Linda passed away in 2008.
What keeps me going? It is my work and my
grandchildren.
I am now 91 years old. To define a particular
incident or function which makes me happy
is hard to answer, particularly for an optimist.
However, when I recently discontinued one of my
many professional activities, treating patients, I
suddenly realized how much I miss being with
my patients, sharing their sorrow and their
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happiness, their struggles with their illness and
their eventual victory.
It was always the part of the day I was looking
forward to. It really made me very happy.
Reading my little book “A Serendipitous Life,
from German POW to American Psychiatrist”
(2011) covers many aspects of my personal and
professional life. I have several free copies left.
The book is out of print. Just e-mail me your
request (krickels@ mail.med. upenn.edu)
From the website of the University of Pennsylvania: Dr. Karl
Rickels is the founder of the Mood and Anxiety Disorders
Section at the University of Pennsylvania. He is a professor
in the department of psychiatry and the Stuart and Emily
B.H. Mudd Professor of Human Behavior and Reproduction.
In 2008, he was also awarded the William Osler Patient
Oriented Research Award, which recognizes outstanding
achievement for research in which the investigator
directly interacts with human subjects. Dr. Rickels is
known throughout the world as the leading expert in the
treatment of anxiety disorders. In his 575 publications and
9 books over more than 40 years, Dr. Rickels has made so
many contributions to this treatment that he is recognized
as the Dean of Psychopharmacology of anxiety disorders.
As a testament to his extraordinary intellect, in his 80s,
he remains an active researcher. As founder of the Penn
program in the department of obstetrics and gynecology
which treats and recognizes the special needs of women
with mental health issues, his contributions continue to
affect the lives of his many grateful patients.

PARENTING WITH A
MENTAL ILLNESS
by Stefani Bohm, LSW, LLC
In my practice I am constantly told by my
clients that they don’t want to procreate because
of their fear of passing on their mental illness (MI)
to their child. Statistics show that 1 in 6 parents
have a mental illness. However, does this mean
that I have a 1 in 6 chance of having a child with
a MI just because I have a mental illness?
No, it actually doesn’t. MI is a hereditary
disease. There has been no evidence to support
the idea that just because a mother or father has
a MI that their offspring will.
So now, you’ve decided to have a child. There
is a chance that as a parent you may at some
point develop a short- lived or even long- term
MI, or one may already exist. You will hear all
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types of advice on the right way to parent your
child.
So it is obviously important that you have a lot
of support and resources to help you if you are
struggling with your MI. It is highly important to
already have a psychiatrist and psychotherapist
you can trust. Support groups for parenting are a
fabulous place to go to get connected to other
parents experiencing similar situations.
At times, one must put their own MH needs
in front of their child’s. I always tell my clients,
“A happy mom makes happy kids.” Mothers
may be afraid to leave their small children if
a hospitalization is needed. This is why it is
important to have these resources ready to
implement in case of an emergency situation.
This is no different than the plans you may make
in advance with your family, friends or neighbors
if your child gets sick at school and needs to get
picked up.
Stability and consistency are highly important
to implement in young children and school-age
children. There are certain factors that can protect
children from experiencing negative effects from
a parent who may need to be hospitalized or is
not able to do the things she was doing if she is
struggling with her own needs.
Here are some ideas that can protect your
child from feeling negative effects and help you
as a parent cope with any feelings of guilt or
shame about not being able to do all the things
you were doing before.
Include family, friends and relatives. Connect
with your psychiatrist and psychotherapist. Have
another caregiver involved who does not have a
MI flare-up at the same time!
Ask for support from your faith, such as
church, temple, spiritual place of worship.
Remember, most importantly, you are not alone
and there is always help available. You just need
to be prepared with who your resources are so
they can jump in at anytime to maintain osmosis.
Remember, a happy parent=happy child.
Stefani Bohm, LSW, LLC, provides counseling and
mediation services consistent with the best practices
in social work. Her office is at 1101 Bethlehem Pike,
Flourtown, PA 19031. Her website is www.stefanibohm.
com. Contact her at 215-219-9336.
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DEPRESSION:
THE SCOURGE OF THE
EARTH
This story is about “Joy,” a woman I have
known for more than 30 years. When we first met,
I told her about my support group. At the time
I had bipolar disorder and was well-acquainted
with mood swings, particularly the devastating
“lows” and suicidal ideation.
Joy contacted me later, suffering from a
terrible depression. Somehow, she always
remained strong. She was one person who would
never hurt herself, though, as you’ll read below
she used very unconventional methods to save
herself.
Upon a few occasions she would come to my
Hatboro apartment, where we’d watch videos in
the living room – “I, Claudius” and “Oz” – while
she’d spend the night in a chair, and I slept on
the couch. My two young children, Sarah and
Dan, each had a bedroom of their own.
Her depression lasted nearly two years. Two
years of agony. She saw a couple of psychiatrists
who were not helpful. She is one person who
does not do well with medication.
“I’m very sensitive to medication,” she says.
Now, in her mid-sixties, Joy has just come
through another bad depression. It wasn’t as
bad as her earlier depressions but it was still a
painful struggle. She has the full support of her
brother, an ER doc living in Florida, and her sister
and family, who live near by.
Here are some things she said helped her. She
lives in “Rosewood Condos” in Philadelphia, not
the real name. With her knack of making friends,
she often visits her neighbors to cheer herself up.
She made a point of telling people she
suffered from depression.
“It was such a relief, telling them,” she said.
“And then they’d tell me they had depression,
panic disorder, eating disorders. I was able to help
them, which is really important for me to do.”
She loved going to her neighbor Bonnie’s
condo. “Her place is real cozy. She has a beautiful
cat who would snuggle up to me on a really
comfortable couch.”
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For a while Joy was taking Ativan, which her
new psychiatrist “Dr Gloria” prescribed. Joy,
however, was never a substance abuser until she
had depression, at which time she’d take several
Ativans – not enough to kill herself, she knew –
and would drink a lot of wine, to help staunch
her pain.
Her neighbor Bonnie kept the Ativan bottle
for Joy. In the morning Bonnie would put 2 in an
envelope and hang it outside the door. When Joy
would pick it up she felt very loved and cared for.
During this depression, she had no desire to
eat. Says Joy, “It is not okay to not eat. You must
nourish your body with healthy foods. Foods
high in protein and fat.”
She ate yogurt, nut butters, dairy foods,
Ensure, and would go to a health food store and
have a high-protein drink.
“You don’t need to eat a lot,” she says. “But
you must eat something.”
“Dr. Gloria” was recommended to her. A
very compassionate woman, Gloria put her on
Zyprexa, a low dose, telling Joy to break off a
little piece and crush it up. The doctor said
it often gets people out of a depression very
quickly.
Not for Joy, it didn’t. She felt extremely
“spacey, very distant from life. I felt drugged.”
She went off immediately, but it still wasn’t
out of her system and she felt terrible. She drank
three glasses of wine – slowly, she says, so she
wouldn’t vomit – and sat with a friend all day
watching movies on TV.
“I honestly thought the Zyprexa would kill me.”
But Joy has always taken supplements –
including estrogen – for her depressions. She
had an underlying hope the estrogen would save
her.
An amazing thing about Joy is that she works
while she is depressed. She chooses jobs, she
says, that she knows she can handle should she
get depressed. So every day she drove to several
of her part-time sales jobs, whether in Princeton
or Cherry Hill or Philadelphia.
“Be safe while you’re in a depression,” she
says. She knew she was able to drive and to do
her work, certainly not with her usual gusto, but
she was pleased with herself that she was getting
an income.
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“Working made me feel human.”
At home, she had the usual fears many people
with depression ruminate about: Money, getting
older, getting sick, staying in the depression a
long time, living alone and not having a partner.
“In this depression – and everyone is different
– I wasn’t so much depressed as I was anxious,”
she says. “I had a pervasive fear, which is why I
took the Ativan.”
She says that by Bonnie holding it for her, she
was able to control her intake. In fact, she says,
she’s only taken 2 in the past two months.
“I just soldiered through,” she said in her
vibrant cheerful voice, now that her depression
is gone. “That’s what everyone must do. Soldier
on.”

NEWS ROUNDUP
Two Pioneers in The Mental Health Field Die
Within Two Days of Each Other.
Patricia Kind, founder of the Patricia Kind
Family Foundation, died on Jan. 17, in the assisted
living facility Brandywine at Dresher, in suburban
Philadelphia. She was 91 and had been suffering
from dementia for 10 years. Nonetheless “Pat”
kept her cheerful disposition and was visited on
a daily basis by family members.
Her foundation donated millions of dollars
to nonprofit organizations, many of them to
improve the lives of people with mental illness.
This includes our own New Directions Support
Group for people with depression, bipolar
disorder and their loved ones.
Her career as a compassionate, caring woman,
was assured when she became a registered
nurse, able to interact with others, according to
the Jan. 15 obituary in the Philadelphia Inquirer.
Said Sister Mary Scullion, founder of Project
HOME, “Not only did she donate money before
the cause became trendy; she also carried herself
in a way that was gracious, unpretentious, and
empowering, both to Project HOME workers
and the formerly homeless.
“She had the biggest heart of anyone I’ve
ever known - and she had the greatest sense of
humor,” Scullion said.
Her bounty was shared by organizations who
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helped the formerly incarcerated find jobs, law
firms which helped minorities break into the law
field, Hedwig House – named after Patricia’s
mother, middle daughter of Arnold Lewis van
Ameringen, and Hedwig Pfaltz van Ameringen.
Hedwig House trained the mentally ill to become
productive citizens in various fields.
The foundation also gave generously to the
arts. Included was the Abington Free Library and
Wilma Theater.
(Philadelphia Inquirer, obituary, Jan. 15, 2016.)

Constance Lieber, whose name is synonymous
with the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation,
died on Jan. 15 at age 92. In the early 1980s,
she and her husband Stephen founded NARSAD
(National Alliance for Research on Schizophrenia
and Depression) and expanded it into the Brain
and Behavior Research Foundation, the major
source of private funding for research on mental
illness, according to an obit notice in the Jan. 18
New York Times.
“Connie” transformed her family’s experience
with significant mental illness – a daughter has
schizophrenia - into a life suffused with meaning,
purpose, and extraordinary effectiveness. Few
people could imagine the breadth and depth
of her interests, ranging from the most creative
modern art to architecture, music, and studies of
neuroscience and human behavior.
Guided by her compassion, dedication, and
curiosity - as well as her personal relationships with
scores of leading psychiatrists and neuroscientists
– Connie advised thousands of parents who were
desperately seeking better treatments and cures
for their mentally ill children.
Their foundation continues to give research
grants to thousands of scientists in their quest
to find causes that will lead to better treatments
and eventually cures for the one out of four
individuals with mental health problems. Newest
grant to yield results, listed on their website
BBRFoundation . org, is research done in mice
that shows electrical stimulation of the brain
relieves behaviors related to autism in humans.
Down the road, this may lead to treatment of
autism.
(New York Times, obituary, Jan. 18, 2016)
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Ted Stanley, 84, Mental Illness Philanthropist.
Ted Stanley, who, inspired by his son
Jonathan’s diagnosis of bipolar disorder,
donated more than $825 million for medical
and pharmaceutical research, died on Jan. 3,
at age 84 in Connecticut. He made his fortune,
estimated at more than $1 billion, in collectibles
(jewelry, coins, decorative plates, etc.).
In 1988, Jonathan Stanley was a college
student, visiting a friend in New York when he
suddenly suspected that secret agents were
following him. After three days of racing through
the city’s streets, the police found him penniless
and naked, perched on a milk crate in a deli.
He was treated successfully with lithium, went
on to graduate from college and law school,
and became a founding board member of the
Treatment Advocacy Center, which supports
therapeutic remedies for mental illness instead
of criminalization.
In 1989, Ted and Vada Stanley founded the
Stanley Medical Research Institute, to develop
new psychiatric drugs. In 2007 they donated
$100 million over 10 years to establish the
Stanley Center for Psychiatric Research at the
Broad Institute, an unconventional biomedical
research collaborative in Cambridge, Mass.
At Broad, scientists from Harvard, MIT and
other institutions have sought the genetic and
molecular causes of psychiatric disorders and
the means of addressing them.
Research for the recently announced
“schizophrenia gene” was done through the
Broad Institute. In 2014, when the Stanley Family
Foundation made a $650 million donation,
described at the time as the largest individual
private gift ever given for psychiatric research,
Ted Stanley said, “My son’s life was saved. I
would like to purchase that happy ending for
other people.”
(New York Times, obituary, Jan. 11, 2016)

Scientists Zero in on Cause of Schizophrenia.
In a “landmark study” published in the journal
Nature, scientists reported they had taken a
significant first step in understanding the cause
of schizophrenia. The researchers, from Harvard
Medical School, Boston Children’s Hospital and
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the Broad Institute identified a genetic variant
which increases the risk for schizophrenia.
During adolescence and early adulthood,
there is a normal process in the prefrontal cortex
of the brain (where thinking and planning skills
are centered), called synaptic pruning, in which
the brain sheds weak or redundant connections.
People who carry genes that accelerate or
intensify that pruning – so the pruning goes out
of control - are at a higher risk of developing
schizophrenia. This finding would explain both
why the disorder most often shows itself in teens
and young adults and why there is thinning in the
prefrontal layers in their brains.
While scientists lauded this very large and
comprehensive study in which the team analyzed
data from studies performed in 22 countries,
including the genomes of over 64,000 people,
they cautioned that the findings will not lead to
new treatments or to widely available testing for
individual risk any time soon.
Nevertheless, the researchers hope that
the at-risk genetic profile, once fleshed out
more completely, will lead to the discovery of
biomarkers that could help clarify a prognosis in
those young people who are showing early signs
of developing schizophrenia.
(New York Times, Jan. 28, 2016)

New programs offer people with schizophrenia
a greater role in their own care.
Treatment for schizophrenia in the U.S.
has focused on antipsychotic drugs to blunt
delusions and paranoia; but these medicines
come with such debilitating side effects that
many patients go off them and end up in a loop
of hospitalization, despair and lifetime disability.
Recently, a number of states have set up
programs with a different approach, emphasizing
a complete package of supportive services,
like sustained one-on-one therapy, school and
work assistance, and family education, as well
as medication. Therapists work to engage each
patient as a partner in decisions – including about
medication, to make it as tolerable as possible.
Programs such as “OnTrackNY” and
Oregon’s EASA (Early Assessment and Support
Alliance) have been developed specifically for
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people who have had their first psychotic break
within the past two years. A government study
published this fall reported that after two years,
people who had this combined package were
doing better on a variety of measures than those
who received treatment as usual.
The difference was “modest but notable.”
How much difference the programs will make
is unclear. For example, study results found
no decrease in hospitalizations. Nevertheless,
findings show that a much higher percentage
of young people have remained in the new
programs and are working or in school than
would have been expected. Dr. Lisa Dixon, who
directs OnTrackNY, said, “We wanted to reinvent
treatment so that it was something people
actually want.”
(New York Times, Dec. 29, 2015)

New mental-health view:
Acknowledging the voices.
Ron Coleman has been hearing voices for 36
years. For the first 10 of those, he was homeless
or hospitalized with schizophrenia. For the
remainder, he has learned to live with the voices
and teaches others how to do it, too. He and his
wife, Karen Taylor, a psychiatric nurse, came to
Philadelphia in October to conduct a three-day
workshop for people who work with the mentally
ill, psychiatric consumers, and their families.
Coleman and Taylor are part of the hearing
voices movement, which argues that taking
psychotic voices seriously and developing a
relationship with them can help people with
serious mental illnesses have fulfilling lives.
Coleman said that the voices often can be traced
to traumas or belief systems and are a way to
understand what hearers feel and are a route to
recovery.
Traditionally, psychiatrists have considered
voices a symptom of a mental illness, have not
cared about understanding those “meaningless
hallucinations” and simply tried to eliminate the
voices and other symptoms with antipsychotic
medications. Now, mental health professionals
have begun to embrace the hearing voices
philosophy and see their approach as an adjunct
to other forms of treatment.
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Paul Grant, a University of Pennsylvania
schizophrenia expert said only about 20 percent
of patients respond well to antipsychotic
medications and many continue to hear voices
after treatment. He feels the hearing voices
movement has done those people a “world of
service.”
(Philadelphia Inquirer, Oct. 30, 2015)

Studying the role of light on sleep and
depression.
Thomas Jefferson University neuroscientist
George Brainard’s fascination with the biological
impact of light has led him to work that involves
the circadian rhythms of astronauts in space;
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD), and the
sleep of concussion victims. He is designing
new lighting for the International Space Station,
where sleep is a big problem for astronauts.
Much of Brainard’s work has focused on light
and melatonin, a hormone essential to a healthy
sleep-wake cycle, and on the biological role of
different colors in the light spectrum.
Light not only affects circadian rhythms (the
sleep-wake cycle), but also plays a role in body
temperature, heart rate, alertness, and cognitive
performance. Brainard believes that better
lighting can improve the health of people on the
space station, and just about everywhere else.
He predicts a revolution in architectural lighting,
with LED lights eventually replacing all other
kinds of lighting in homes and offices.
Brainard began studying SAD in the mid1980s. Scientists still don’t know what exactly
causes people to experience cyclical depression
as the days get shorter and we have less light in
winter. One to 5 percent of people are said to
suffer from the disorder. Up to a quarter more
just feel sluggish, sleepy and wanting to indulge
in carbohydrates.
Though SAD has much in common with
regular depression, there are some differences.
Most depressed people eat less; though those
with SAD crave carbs and gain weight – 10 to 30
pounds – during the winter.
Nonseasonal depression is associated with
insomnia, while those with SAD sleep more,
though their sleep may be of poor quality. The
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general advice for using light therapy – which is
an unregulated industry - is to buy a well-tested
lamp that emits 10,000 lux of light and sit near it
for 30-45 minutes in the morning.
Kathryn Roecklein, a University of Pittsburgh
psychologist and SAD expert, recommends
cognitive behavioral therapy, noting that about
half of patients do well with light therapy,
compared to 35 to 40 percent for antidepressants
and 60 percent for cognitive behavioral therapy.
She thinks SAD results from both biological
and environmental factors and is working on a
test to figure out which patients will – and won’t
– respond to light. Cognitive therapy helps
patients reframe negative thoughts such as,
“I never do well in winter.” They also learn to
replace warm-weather activities they love with
winter hobbies or sports. A southern vacation
also helps.
(Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 1, 2015)

Book Diagnoses Darwin With Anxiety and
Warhol As A Hoarder.
In an interview with NPR”s Rachel Martin,
journalist Claudia Kalb told about how she
diagnosed the historic figures in her new book,
Andy Warhol Was A Hoarder – Inside the Minds
of History’s Great Personalities.
Called “a surprising, inventive, meticulously
researched” book, Kalb used historical records
and interviews with mental health experts,
biographers, and others to compile this
“fascinating glimpse into the minds of a dozen
notable personalities.”
When asked what she hoped to accomplish
by highlighting the mental disorders that people
like Warhol and Darwin may have had, Kalb said
her goal was to reduce the stigma surrounding
mental health disorders. She hopes that in
learning about these famous people, readers
may recognize themselves or loved ones and
know they are not alone.
(National Public Radio, Books, Interview. Jan. 31, 2016.)
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Montgomery County Health Department plans
outreach to combat overdose deaths.
In October 2015, Montgomery County
announced a standing order allowing pharmacies
to distribute the overdose-reversing drug
Naloxone – also known as Narcan - to individuals,
friends and family members of those at risk of a
heroin or opioid overdose.
Naloxone kits are also carried by all emergency
medical services and ambulances throughout
the county, as well as 18 police departments
and the county’s Adult Probation Dept. A new,
simpler nasal spray application of the drug will
be available in early February.
County officials continue their campaign to
educate the public about addiction and overdose
by distributing educational materials at events,
through the mail and through social media. In
an effort to combat addiction before it starts,
residents are encouraged to use the county’s
many Medication Drop box locations to discard
old prescriptions.
Celebrities who died of heroin overdoses
include John Belushi, Philip Seymour Hoffman
and Janis Joplin.
(Montgomery News, Jan. 28, 2016)

Propranolol: A Drug to Cure Fear?
Phobias, panic attacks and disorders like
anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) are common – 29 percent of American
adults will suffer from anxiety at some point in
their lives. The basis of much anxiety and fear
is emotional memory – all the associations you
have between various stimuli and experiences
and your emotional response to them.
It was believed that emotional memories
are permanent. Current treatment consists of
exposure therapy, which involves repeatedly
presenting the feared object or frightening
memory in a safe setting, so the patient acquires
a new safe memory, along with the bad memory.
The new memory helps suppress the fear.
Exposure therapy works in only about half the
PTSD patients, and many find it intolerable to
relive traumatic memories.
New research suggests that it may be possible
to actually erase certain types of emotional
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memories. Merel Kindt, professor of psychology
at University of Amsterdam, and her colleagues
have seemingly erased the emotional fear
response in healthy people with arachnophobia
(fear of spiders). Subjects were exposed to a
tarantula and then given a beta-blocker called
propranolol. Results were remarkable. Within
days, those subjects were able to touch the
spider; after a few months many were comfortable
holding it with bare hands. The fear did not
return even after one year.
How did this work? We know that memories
are vulnerable to change at two points – when
they’re first laid down, and later when we
retrieve them. Propranolol blocks the effects
of norepinephrine in the brain, which enhances
learning. So, blocking it disrupts the way a
memory is put back in storage after it is retrieved
– a process called reconsolidation.
Dr. Kindt reactivated the subjects’ fear of
the spider and then prevented the memory of
the fear from being “refiled” in the brain by
administering the drug propranolol. Although
the procedure was able to alter or even erase
the fear memory, it did nothing to the factual
memory – the subjects knew that they previously
feared spiders and that they now – strangely –
felt little or no anxiety around them.
It is unclear how effective this new memorydisrupting approach will be in treating more
serious anxiety disorders like PTSD or panic.
Nevertheless, this study, as well as several in rats,
suggests that someday, a single dose of a drug,
combined with exposure to your fear at the right
moment, could free you of that fear forever.
(New York Times, Op-ed, Jan. 24, 2016 by Richard A.
Friedman of the Weill Cornell Medical College.)

Daniel Kaye: Sad realities when a loved one
dies by suicide.
Daniel Kaye, director of life enrichment
at Rydal Park Continuing Care Retirement
Community, has previously revealed his 35year battle with depression and anxiety. In his
continuing effort to reduce stigma and increase
public understanding of mental health issues,
he contributed a heartfelt op-ed article to the
Inquirer in January.
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He wrote of the suicide of five people he
knew in the past month. He had learned that
all had struggled with depression, though they
mostly kept their struggles to themselves.
He was encouraged by the fact that in at
least three of the memorial services, suicide
and depression were acknowledged, rather
than hidden, and that people pleaded with the
congregations to recognize signs, offer help and
find support for those who are suffering.
Kaye wants people to understand that
suicide is not typically about wanting to cause
others pain, or even about wanting to die, but
it is about stopping “an unfathomable agony.”
Knowing that one of the hardest things for
survivors is releasing themselves from the guilt of
“not being there when needed,” he urged them
to forgive themselves and to forgive the person
who took their own life and remember them with
love and joy. He also urged survivors to seek
help when they need it, try to help others and to
forgive themselves when they can’t.
New Directions hosted a talk by Daniel Kaye on Oct. 11,
2015.
(Philadelphia Inquirer, Op-ed, Jan. 4, 2016.)

On Campus, going public with private pain.
In her September 10th column in the Daily
Collegian, the student newspaper at Penn State,
20-year-old Caroline Crasnick, a media-studies
major from Langhorne, told of her battle with
mental illness. She revealed that she has bipolar
disorder which causes mood swings – a message
she hoped would encourage other students who
were struggling silently. After a recent bout with
severe depression, she recovered, became more
confident in her ability to cope, and wanted to
help others.
Crasnick is one of a growing number of
students who are going public with struggles
once kept private. Their generation, raised on
social media and reality TV, are more comfortable
sharing intimate details. Kara Stroup, a Temple
University lacrosse player, recently wrote about
her eating disorder, which she had long hidden.
After dealing with thoughts of suicide and
ending up in the ER, she now feels “responsible
to speak out.”
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Stroup’s piece was the most viewed ever on
the official website of Temple athletics. Last year, a
Penn State student, in a column for the Collegian,
told of being abused by a high school teacher. A
Swarthmore student wrote for her newspaper in
2013 about her sexual assault. These disclosures
coincide with increased activism on campus, as
students seek better handling of sexual assaults
and improved mental health services.
Some observers, however, are cautioning
students to think carefully when considering
opening up. Kelley Callaway, president of the
national College Media Association and director
of student publications at Rice University, noted,
“It’s not always going to result in positive
comments.” Victor Schwartz, psychiatrist and
medical director for the Jed Foundation, a New
York-based suicide-prevention group aimed at
college students, warned that such disclosures
could hurt chances with future employers.
But, he added that, “It’s clearly very helpful
to see that there are people out there with
serious mental health conditions who are
functioning, living full lives, staying on track, and
doing well.” Marie Hardin, dean of Penn State’s
college of communications, said she’s proud
of the newspaper and of Crasnick for fostering
discussion on such important issues. She doubts
Crasnick will face repercussions, feeling confident
that any employer will see her as a strong and
resilient young woman.
(Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan. 18, 2016)

Silence is the Enemy for Doctors Who Have
Depression.
In his first year of training as a doctor, Aaron
E. Carroll knew something was wrong. He had
trouble sleeping, was prone to crying, felt despair
and panic. Yet, it took a support group at work,
and loved ones to convince him that he needed
help. Even if he couldn’t acknowledge it, they
could see he was suffering from depression.
Though he has always been open about
his past struggles with depression, Dr. Carroll
learned that many physicians, especially trainees,
suffer in silence, afraid to ask for help for fear
that they will be punished professionally and
personally. His survey of the research reveals how
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widespread the problem is. A recent study in
the Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA) showed that almost 30 percent have
either symptoms or a diagnosis of depression.
Medicine is a profession in which admitting
a problem carries a significant stigma. In a
2008 study of physicians in Michigan, more
than 11 percent reported moderate to severe
depression. A quarter of those reported knowing
a doctor whose professional standing had been
hurt by being depressed. And, although the
1990 Americans With Disabilities Act prohibits
employers from asking broad questions about
illnesses when people apply for jobs, state
medical licensing boards still ask specific
questions about mental health.
Because of this, physicians are much more
likely to avoid treatment and more likely to selfmedicate with alcohol or drugs. A 2012 study in
JAMA Surgery found more than 15 percent of the
members of the American College of Surgeons
had a score on a screening test consistent with
alcohol abuse or dependence. Among female
surgeons, the prevalence was more than 25
percent. Those who were depressed were
significantly more likely to abuse or depend
on alcohol. Because doctors have much easier
access to drugs that most people, they are more
likely to misuse prescription drugs.
Such problems are even more common
among anesthesiologists, who have ready access
to even more drugs.
The rate of suicide among male physicians
is 140 percent that of the general population.
Among female physicians it is almost 230 percent.
Dr. Carroll pleads, “...we can’t avoid talking
about this.” Too many physicians are suffering
and in need of help.
(New York Times, Op-ed article, Jan. 14, 2016)

Maternal Depression by Andrew Solomon.
Pregnant women who are depressed often
fear taking the medication they rely on. But
not treating their depression can be just as
dangerous.
Andrew Solomon has added a new final
chapter to his acclaimed 2001 book, “The
Noonday Demon: an Atlas of Depression,” in
order to explore the dilemma pregnant women
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face in trying to deal with their depression. Six
years after first publishing the book which told the
story of his experience with depression, Solomon
became a father. Noting how parenthood
transformed his own life, he became interested
in the changes parents undergo, and pursued
doctoral research by interviewing women and
their experiences of motherhood. That led
him to a search to understand the science of
depression in mothers.
Though the danger of postpartum depression
has been recognized in the last two decades,
antenatal depression, or depression during
pregnancy, is far less recognized.
Yet we
now know that up to 15 percent of pregnant
women experience depression. For more than
half of those with postpartum depression, the
problem is simply an escalation of the preexisting depression they experienced during the
pregnancy. Some of these women had been
depressed before, while others had never been
depressed before pregnancy. Some women are
depressed during one pregnancy and not the
next.
Much of the stigma around maternal
depression regards the myth that all women
should be completely thrilled and happy
with pregnancy and parenting. “We have not
acknowledged how appropriately anxiety-ridden
pregnancy is, how traumatic the change in identity
that accompanies prospective motherhood can
be,” cautions Solomon. Doubts and concerns
are common among pregnant women; but, for
those with antenatal depression, these troubling
feelings bring additional pain. After her own
experience with depression during pregnancy,
Wendy Isnardi became an activist and titled
her book, “Nobody Told Me.” Throughout her
pregnancy, with countless visits to the doctor’s
office, nobody ever mentioned the possibility
that she could become depressed or anxious.
Now that antenatal depression is being
recognized and talked about, the question
is what to do to treat it. There are no simple
answers. Pregnant women with mild to
moderate depression can often control it with
psychotherapy, such as cognitive-behavioral
therapy or interpersonal therapy. Some may use
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light therapy, though it can escalate anxiety. For
women with severe depression, ECT (electroshock
treatment) often works, but it requires anesthesia
and can cause uterine contractions.
Those who don’t respond to other treatments
may take antidepressant medication. Because
this can be dangerous for the baby, decisions
about medication are extremely complicated
and difficult.
Doctors know there can be harm not only
in writing prescriptions but also in withholding
them, because untreated depression comes with
its own host of problems and consequences.
How to best deal with antenatal depression
is a tremendous dilemma for women and their
doctors. They must balance all the risks to mother
and baby. Elizabeth Fitelson, the director of
the women’s program in Columbia University‘s
department of psychiatry, said, “One of the
reasons we didn’t really recognize antepartum
depression for a long time was because it was
easier not to, because it put physicians in such
a bind.” She’s had patients with catastrophic
depressions who went off their medication
and then were unable to cope, to the point of
terminating their pregnancies; she’s also had
patients whose children have deficiencies for
which the mothers blame the medications they
took. They all live with regret and guilt.
Andrew Solomon concludes that, though
the questions of how to deal with antenatal
depression are difficult, understanding some
of the complexities might help the millions of
women who confront this condition feel less
alone and make more informed decisions. It
would help all pregnant women, not only those
who are depressed, to revise our ideas about
how they should feel; to acknowledge pregnancy
and parenthood involves a major shift in identity,
a whole new conception of self that can lead to
depression and anxiety. Change, even positive
change, is stressful. And, finally, pregnant
women who are depressed should not have to
suffer in shame and isolation.
(New York Times Magazine, May 31, 2015)

Panel Urges Screening for Maternal
Depression.
On Jan. 26, 2016, the U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force, an independent group of
experts appointed by the Dept. of Health and
Human Services, issued new recommendations
that women should be screened for depression
during pregnancy and after giving birth.
New evidence shows that maternal mental
illness is more common than previously thought
and that many cases of what has been called
postpartum depression actually start during
pregnancy. Studies suggest that during or after
pregnancy, at least one in 8, and as many as one
in 5 women develop symptoms of depression,
anxiety, bipolar disorder, obsessive-compulsive
disorder or a combination.
For years, many doctors who treated pregnant
women were reluctant to ask about emotional
problems that they felt ill-equipped to deal with.
Women, feeling, “I must be a terrible mother,”
with problems no one was talking about, were
fearful about sharing their feelings with doctors.
The panel noted that evidence showed
that cognitive behavioral therapy was helpful
to mothers. It said that the use of some
antidepressants during pregnancy could cause
“potential serious fetal harms,” but that “the
likelihood of these serious harms is low.” They
also emphasized that it is important to note
that “untreated depression has a lot of adverse
consequences itself.”
The only state that requires screening, New
Jersey, has had mixed results because too
few treatment options have been available. In
addition, while obstetricians and pediatricians
were trained to screen, they were not
compensated for screening. However, with
this Task Force recommendation, depression
screening must now be covered by insurance
under the Affordable Care Act.
New York mayor Bill de Blasio recently
announced a goal of universal screening of
pregnant and post-partum women, saying, “It
should be a part of routine care.”
(New York Times, Jan. 27, 2016)
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Learning mental health first aid.
More than 500,000 people nationwide have
completed training in a program called “Mental
Health First Aid,” created by The National Council
for Behavioral Health. View NationalCouncil.
org in DC. Congress earmarked $15 million in
December for the program.
The Council launched a campaign to train one
million people in an effort to make it as common
as CPR or routine first aid. Locally more than 900
teachers, custodians, cafeteria workers, police
officers, high school students and community
members in Chester County, PA, have completed
the 8-hour training.
Counselors at a Coatesville school heard
young people discussing suicide, and using the
techniques they had recently learned, were able
to intervene and prevent a tragedy. Sgt. Steven
Parkinson of the Caln Township Police, who has
done the training and wants more officers to do
so, noted, “On a daily basis, we’re presented
with people dealing with mental illness…every
day this training will be beneficial.”
(Philadelphia Inquirer, January 21, 2016)

The Importance of a Good Night’s Sleep.
Adequate sleep – most people need 7 to 9
hours a night – is crucial for both physical and
mental health. In our busy world today, the
average amount people get is declining. A
recent study reported that sleep restriction
was associated with weight gain and obesity,
hypertension, high cholesterol, inflammation,
diabetes, stroke, heart attack and death.
The greatest risk of negative outcomes is for
those who habitually sleep less than six hours
a night. During sleep, our brains process and
organize our memories. Memory and emotion are
inextricably linked. When we don’t get enough
sleep, our brains can’t do “proper maintenance”
and we can’t regulate emotion properly.
Scientists are still investigating exactly how
sleep and mood are related. Many with mood
disorders have trouble sleeping. And, people
with sleep problems such as insomnia, sleep
apnea and restless leg syndrome are at higher
risk for developing mental illness. Doctors had
thought of insomnia – defined as taking more
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than 30 minutes to fall asleep or being awake 30
minutes during the night for at least three nights
a week – as either an independent problem or
a symptom of another disorder, like depression.
And, that, once the underlying disorder
improved, the sleep problem would go away.
However, in about 40 percent of patients, the
insomnia remains. Insomnia could also be an
early sign of a mood disorder. Or, it’s possible
that the sleeplessness and the mood disorder
share the same cause. One intriguing study from
Toronto found that successfully treating insomnia
with talk therapy almost doubled the number of
people who recovered from depression. Other
researchers hope to study whether treating
insomnia first can improve outcomes in PTSD.
University of Pittsburgh psychologist Ellen
Frank points out that disordered sleep can be
both a cause and a symptom of various mental
problems. Normalizing sleep patterns is a key
part of a therapy for bipolar disorder that Frank
developed: Interpersonal and Social Rhythm
Therapy. She cautions that people with bipolar
disorder have “especially fragile natural clocks”
and do best with fairly rigid schedules.
Though medications can be used in a crisis,
experts preferred treatment with behavioral
changes and talk therapy because they lead to
better quality sleep. In addition to the overall
number of hours one sleeps, the length and
quality of the different stages of sleep are
important, and these are disrupted by the
medications.
(Philadelphia Inquirer, May 31, 2015)

NAMI’s Award-Winning “Ending the Silence”
explains mental illness to kids.
The National Alliance on Mental Illness
(NAMI) in Bucks County, PA, is in the vanguard
of helping demystify mental illness and explain
it to children in middle school and high school.
The 50-minute program “Ending the
Silence” is presented for free in an effort to
reduce stigma and educate young people. “This
is a motivational and inspiring program,” says
Laurie Pepe, Bucks County NAMI coordinator/
presenter. “It offers students a chance to hear a
personal story of recovery from two presenters: a
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family member and a young adult with personal
lived experience.”
The increasingly popular program has been
offered for the past four years. Young speakers
are trained and offer hope and encouragement
about their successful recovery journey through
the stories they share.
The program also discusses suicide
prevention, drug and alcohol issues, self-harm
and bullying.
In 2014, “Ending the Silence” reached nearly
33,000 teens. Funding is provided through
Magellan insurance. Watch a short YouTube clip
of the program at http://www.nami.org/ets.
For more information, contact Laurie Pepe at
Lpepe@namibuckspa.org
Rocio Nell, MD, Retires as CEO of
Montgomery County Emergency Service.
After more than four decades at Montgomery
County Emergency Service (MCES) in Norristown,
PA, Rocio Nell, MD, has retired. For many years,
she was the CEO but will continue to serve as
the medical director, according to an email from
MCES.
MCES has contracted with Diversified Search,
a national recruiting firm, to help find the next
CEO.
“On behalf of the Board of Directors, I
want to thank Dr. Nell,” said Board President
Pete Scattergood. “She has positively touched
countless lives as a behavioral health leader and
clinician.”
Rocio Nell was born in Portugal, relocating
to the United States in 1972 to pursue studies
in psychiatry and psychoanalysis, according to
the Internet. Always interested in drawing and
the arts, she discovered the magic of oils in 1972
after graduating from medical school in Seville,
Spain. She spent a year painting still life’s.
After completing her formal training in
Psychiatry, she settled in the United States to
practice psychiatry. Painting became an attraction
to help keep her own sanity and give form to the
memories and longing of her homeland. Painting
steadily since 1980, she gradually developed a
style of her own, expanding her work to many
subjects, but with a preference for the bright
scenes of Mediterranean countries.
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Over the years, Dr. Nell was able to tap into
her creativity and develop further as an individual
and a physician.
MCES is a private, not-for-profit, psychiatric
hospital staffed with more than 200 professionals
who provide a range of behavioral health services
from its 73-bed facility, according to the MCES
website.
MCES is part of the National Suicide Lifeline
Network of 170 hotlines and crisis centers. The
center is unique since they can be reached 24
hours a day.
As posted on its website, MCES describes
how two suicidal individuals were “talked down”
by skilled crisis workers.
New Directions highly recommends speaking
with MCES when loved ones have trouble with
someone who is psychotic (out of reality), violent
or in the throes of inebriation or drug addiction.
Call them at 610-279-6100.
(Email from Montgomery County
Emergency Service, Feb. 2016)

Mouse Research Points Toward Deep-Brain
Stimulation as Possible New Autism Treatment.
New research revealed that deep-brain
stimulation (DBS) in mice relieves behaviors
related to autism, thus suggesting a possible new
treatment for the disorder. A common symptom in
autism is repetitive behaviors that sometimes lead
to self-harm, such as head banging or continually
biting or punching oneself. When severe, these
behaviors may not respond to treatment with
medication and/or behavior therapy.
ECT (electroconvulsive therapy), though
sometimes successful, can lead to memory
loss. In this study published in the journal
Neuropsychopharmacology (Nov. 26, 2015),
researchers from Johns Hopkins successfully
treated genetically modified mice bred to
engage in autism-like behaviors with DBS, with
potentially fewer side effects and less frequent
anesthesia than ECT.
The electrodes were implanted in the region
called the subthalamic nucleus of the mice brains,
a group of cells that help to control movement.
The harmful, repetitive movements were
reduced without affecting other movements or
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social behavior in the animals, suggesting that
the effect is specific to repetitive self-harm.
The findings also support the idea that
repetitive self-harm in humans stems from
irregularities in the brain’s motor control center.
The researchers anticipate that more studies
using DBS will lead to better understanding of
the nature of these behaviors and eventually, to
more effective treatment.
(eNews, Brain and Behavior Research
Foundation. Feb. 3, 2016)

Advances in Learning about Autism.
Using cells stored in autism research
repositories, scientists have identified specific
molecular defects that disrupt communication
pathways in the cells of people with autism.
The research, published Jan. 14 in Molecular
Autism, identifies potential targets for new drug
development. It also demonstrates that cells
derived from blood samples can be valuable
research tools for studying genetic changes that
impact brain function.
The study, led by NARSAD 2013 Young
Investigator Christina Gross, PhD, at Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital in collaboration with another
young investigator, Gary J. Bassell, PhD, at Emory
University, focused on a cellular communication
network known as the PI3K/mTOR pathway,
whose dysfunction has been linked to autism
spectrum disorder in genetic studies.
The pathway is essential in cells throughout
the body, and influences several processes
that are vital to the development and function
of neurons. But it was not yet clear exactly how
the PI3K/mTOR pathway mutations that are
found in some autism patients disrupted cellular
communications.
Dr. Gross and the team set out to learn more
about these defects by studying them in blood
cells. Collections of lymphoblastoid cells derived
from the blood cells of individuals with autism
are available to researchers through the Autism
Genetic Resource Exchange and the Simons
Simplex Collection.
(The Feb. 16, 2016 email from The Brain and Behavior
Research Foundation.)
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Mental Health Court a Success.
In September, Noelle Bilbrough and 48 others
were recognized at the annual Goal Achievement
Ceremony of Philadelphia’s Mental Health Court.
Each honoree had achieved a difficult personal
goal in his or her journey to sobriety, stability and
living independently.
The six-year-old program aims to avoid prison
sentences for mentally ill offenders through
intensive medical and psychiatric treatment,
housing and re-entry into the community under
strict probation supervision
After almost 20 years of mental illness,
alcohol and drug abuse and a life on the street
as a sometime prostitute, Bilbrough, 38, was
facing 10 to 20 years in prison for setting fires.
She told of how the program, an alternative to
incarceration, “brought her back from the edge.”
Mentally ill inmates are a growing segment of
the prison population.
Mental Health Court is one of several
specialized Philadelphia programs (Veterans
Court is another) in a trend away from expensive
incarceration for nonviolent offenders who have
the potential to successfully return to society
with intense treatment and supervision.
(Philadelphia Inquirer, Sept. 17, 2015)

The Police and Mental Health Crises.
In America today, the police remain the
primary responders to mental health crises. These
interactions all too often can end in violence and
death, as was the case with 19-year-old college
student Quintonio LeGrier, who was shot by a
Chicago police officer responding to a 911 call
from the youth’s father.
Mr. LeGrier had had several confrontations
with the police recently at college, apparently
as his symptoms of mental illness worsened.
According to the Washington Post, of nearly
1,000 people shot and killed by police officers
in the United States in 2015, 25 percent showed
signs of mental illness.
About 14 percent of those in American jails
and prisons have a serious mental illness. We
have two simultaneous national crises – one of
police violence and the other of inadequate
mental health treatment. It is a mistake to focus
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blame only on the police. They have become
the way our society chooses to deal with people
with mental illness in crisis, especially in poor
and minority communities.
There is a national trend of funding cuts for
mental health services which is reflected in Illinois,
young LeGrier’s home state. Between 2009 and
2011, Illinois eliminated more than $113 million
in community mental health treatment services;
and, in Chicago in 2012, the number of public
mental health clinics was cut in half.
The dominant model for police to respond
to mental health emergencies is the Crisis
Intervention Team (CIT). Current research is still
inconclusive as to whether this training actually
reduces the use of force, and police departments
struggle with training and dispatching trained
officers to the right calls.
Only about 15 percent of Chicago police
officers are CIT trained, while experts recommend
training for at least 25 percent. Police training
alone is not enough. A few cities, such as San
Antonio, have built a better system by integrating
mental health services with law enforcement. In
order to prevent future tragedies we must invest
in a more responsive mental-health system and
relieve the police of the burden of being the
primary, and often only, responders.
[One of the finest police officer training
programs is offered at Montgomery County
Emergency Service (MCES) in Norristown,
PA. They offer a three-day Crisis Intervention
Specialist School for law enforcement and
criminal justice personnel, according to their
website www. MCES. org.]
Classes are held on jail diversion, forensic
mental health, substance abuse, suicide
awareness and more. A particularly valuable class
is NAMI’s “In our Own Voice,” where individuals
with mental illness or substance abuse share
their stories with law enforcement.
(New York Times, Op-ed by Matthew Epperson, assistant
professor, University of Chicago School of Social Service
Administration. Jan. 13, 2016)
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BACK IN THE SLAMMER,
SAID THE JUDGE
by Tommy Williams
Philadelphia, PA
Introduction: The Compass
has featured several true
stories by Tommy Williams, or
“Latif,” the Arabic name he
was given when he converted
to Islam in prison.
Tommy and his wife
Heather also participated in
New Directions’ “Religions
of the World” at the Giant
Supermarket on June 15,
2015.
A judge once told me, “Thomas, the only
difference between you and a modern day bank
robber, is that while they use a gun, you use a
pen.”
Ever since that day I’ve fooled myself into
believing that since I wasn’t a violent criminal, I
wasn’t really hurting anyone. But, mental pain is
sometimes equivalent to physical.
I was recently sentenced to a five-month jail
sentence for a small amount of marijuana and
conspiracy. This judge saw my past history and
went through the roof. I had acquired all kinds of
accolades since I’d finished up a 7-year sentence
from 2006 to 2013, but this meant nothing to the
district attorney.
“Your honor,” he said. “It’s true Mr. Williams
has accomplished some positive things since
he’s been out for almost two and a half years,
but that’s nothing compared to his storybook
criminal rap sheet that dates back over 30 years
... he deserves some sort of jail sentence.”
So forget the culinary certification, forget the
visits to juvenile facilities I made to help deter
them from copycatting my lifestyle, forget the
forklift and graphic art certifications, forget I
worked 3 to 4 dead-end jobs, etcetera... etcetera.
The judge agreed and in seconds, I was cuffed,
searched, and led off to prison.
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My wife was sick, my mother in hospice, and
my sister had a brain aneurysm. Life seemed
bleak, but my faith was in Allah.
So as I sat in a cell awaiting transport to the
prison, one of my favorite verses came to me
from the Qur’an, “Whosoever keeps his duty to
Allah, and fears him, he will make a way for him
out of any situation and provide for him from
sources he could never imagine.”
Serenity overcame me, and I was satisfied
with Allah’s decree. While incarcerated I taught
Islamic studies along with a few other brothers,
letting them know, and to be fully aware that
Islam is not based on terrorism of any sort, so
the Bin Ladens, the Saddam Husseins, The Elijah
Muhammads, and groups such as Isis are not
following the true calling of Allah.
In prison, I also acquired my Serv Safe
certification (food safety training) and attended
“Thinking a Change,” while working in the
kitchen as a cook.
Know without doubt, that prison can make a
person better or make him bitter and vengeful.
Part of my sentence, if I choose to do it, is
assisting Law Enforcement with the “ins and outs”
of Identity Theft. This was a form I mastered for
decades. I’ve stolen things as petty as a candy
bar from Seven-Eleven at 15 years old, and I’ve
also walked out of an Atlantic City Casino with
over $300,000 in diamonds. Not bragging, but
if I had to return the monies stolen by me and
my team of white collar bandits in fines and
restitution, it would amount to millions.
To date, I’ve been released and have been
finishing up my externship at the culinary
academy. Within five days of my release I was
offered a full-time Tournant Chef (relief chef) and
manager position at a Center City bar and grille.
I accepted and am preparing for work.
I have three books written awaiting
publication.
I’m happily married and trying my darnedest
to implement my religion. I am corrigible, not
incorrigible. This is my present state of affairs
and this starts a new era in life for me and my
family.
Hopefully my story can assist someone to
change direction and go straight.
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THE LASTING AGONY:

My Daughter Died of a
Heroin Overdose
by Joyce Burke Margolin
Beachwood, Ohio
It was January 14, 1996 when I learned that
my daughter, Jenna, had died from an accidental
heroin overdose. From that day forward, life as
I knew it was over. I learned the true meaning
of a broken heart and the physical symptoms
of lugging it around. My chest ached from the
effort. My body felt like glass, fragile and brittle,
waiting, hoping to shatter. Unable to absorb
the enormity and finality of what had happened.
What do I do now? How do I go on? Where did
you go? When are you coming back to tell me it
was all a horrible joke? I am tearing up as I write
this. How easy it is to conjure up those feelings,
even after 20 years. Shock. Anger. Disbelief.
Grief. Guilt guilt guilt that I didn’t keep you safe.
Sad so sad. The only thing to live for, to get up
for in the morning was my young son. Drag out
of bed, send him to school. Put one foot in front
of the other. Pretend. For him.
A hand extended. A lifeline. A friend called
to tell me she had done some research and found
a support group for people who have lost a child
called The Compassionate Friends. She said she
would pick me up, take me there and stay with
me for three meetings. After that, if I wanted to
continue to attend, I would go on my own. How
could I say no to such kindness.
The evening came. She picked me up and off
we went. The group met in a beautiful, gothic,
old stone church that offered free rooms and
coffee to several self-help groups.
I felt nervous and vulnerable. We sat at tables
that formed a circle. Around the circle they went,
introducing themselves and telling the story of
the child they had lost.
I don’t recall saying much that first night. I
mainly listened. I was given some books and
pamphlets. It was a relief to be out of that room.
Agony to sit through.
The following month my friend picked me
up again on meeting night. To the tables again
with the same grieving people. The names, the
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stories. How many horrible ways our children can
die. I felt a stigma then of her dying by drugs.
By her own cavalier hand, so to speak. But not
suicide. Suicide at least indicates a sickness, an ill
mind. But in this room it didn’t seem important.
No matter the circumstances, such as the age
of the child (miscarriage, adult child, etc.). The
end result was the same. They were all dead. I
think I found the nerve to do a little talking at this
meeting, instead of passing when it was my turn.
Now I was wishing the meetings were closer
together, not just once a month. I looked forward
to our third time. Faces were beginning to look
familiar. Smiles, welcomes, conversations. I was
feeling more comfortable here. Talk and listen.
Listen and talk. Learning from people further
along in their grief that it would get better. They
promised. As time went on, it may get worse
first, but eventually it would get better. The pain
would lessen. I would find a new normal. And
learn to go on.
I made friends there, bonding with some
other moms who had also lost a child at age 19.
There were four of us. Incredible. I went every
month. Soon one of my new TCF friends was
picking me up for the meetings. Sometimes
some of us met for dinner before the meetings.
It was helping. People who really understood.
Because for all the love and kindness friends and
family offer and their heartfelt well meaning, the
depth of this hurt can only be understood by
experiencing it firsthand.
I stuck with it. A few years down the road
our Chapter Leader wanted to “retire.” She
asked my friend and I if we would take over.
And this we did, serving as Chapter Co-Leaders
for seven years. We also became the Regional
Coordinators as well. The TCF philosophy for
Chapter Leaders encourages you to reach out to
help new members as you begin to feel stronger,
to volunteer for a while, and then to back away
and let others take over. I have not attended a
meeting in quite a few years now, but I know I
have TCF and the people I met there to thank
for helping me through and helping me keep my
sanity.
From the perspective of 20 years since my
daughter died, I can say that it did get easier
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with time. I found my smile and my laugh again.
I found a new normal and began living that
life, the one without my child. I still have my
memories and I hold them dear. And as I age,
I hope it brings me closer to when we will be
reunited.
View the website TheCompassionateFriends.
org.
Joyce Burke Margolin lives in Beachwood, Ohio, a suburb
of Cleveland, with her husband and golden retriever named
Ten Bears. She is happily retired and enjoys babysitting for
her grandchildren – see their photos on the back cover reading and has recently taken up adult coloring. She is
also an avid walker and enjoys traveling.

HELP FOR THE ADDICT
FROM A COMFY OFFICE
IN WILLOW GROVE
The salad bar at the Willow Grove Giant
Supermarket offered a chance to catch up
with Terry Livorsi. Terry is Founder and CEO of
Healthcare Assistance with Member Support,
headquartered in Willow Grove. We talked
later, over the phone, about how his facility has
helped thousands of people get out of the trap
of addiction.
Member Services runs three rehabs in Florida.
One in Davey; the other two in Fort Lauderdale:
The Recovery Institute and Christian Recovery
Solutions.
I joked that in the warm weather, they could
simply scoop up people from the beaches in Fort
Lauderdale.
“That’s what we do,” said Terry. “We take
them right over to one of our rehabs.”
Most healthcare insurances pay for their stay.
All his facilities, licensed in the state of
Florida, and passing strict “Joint Commission”
regulations, treat dual diagnosis, all mental
health, trauma and/or drug and alcohol.”
“What is the rate of relapse,” I asked.
“The first time you go through treatment - it
doesn’t matter whether it’s the Betty Ford Center
– the percentage for a year or more is not real
good. The second time you go, it doubles. The
third time it doubles again.
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“So, most people,” he continued, “go
through two or three times.”
“According to research,” he said, “the
optimum stay is 90 days.”
The most common addictions are alcohol,
but “we’re seeing more and more prescription
drugs that are out of control.”
When people are discharged from rehab,
their families are given Narcan, the new
medication that can reverse an opiate overdose.
Most insurance companies will pay for this new
medication.
“Alcohol is the most common addiction,”
he said, “but we’re seeing more and more
prescription drugs that are out of control.”
Use of pain medications is soaring, he said.
People become habituated while recovering
from an injury, or those who are using it for
chronic pain. “We’re going through a prescription
epidemic of benzodiazepine abuse, including
Xanax, Klonopin, Ativan.”
“Treatment works,” said Terry, “and
interventions make treatments possible.”
Visit Member Services website at www.View
UnionSupport.org or call 888-828-7826.

Ask Dr. Cotterell of
the Beck Institute:

Who Am I?
Nasty or Nice?

Julia is a 26-yo successful
woman with bipolar disorder:
What are the qualities that enable
her to be successful? Sometimes
our greatest strengths can
become our greatest weaknesses.
For example, self-confidence
can convert into grandiosity. A conscientious
person can become obsessive. Bipolar serves to
amplify the ups and the downs: The ups become
recklessness or impulsivity, The downs become
debilitating depression. Therapy can provide
tools to moderate these tendencies.
She is happily married to an understanding
man: A good marriage reduces the risk. It
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provides a source of support, a resource, an
advocate. His efforts to understand her struggles
provide a powerful message of love.
She is a pediatric nurse with a wealth of
knowledge: Knowledge is power. Therapy
enables her to put that power into action by
providing her tools to curb impulsivity and
depression. Moderation in mood may help her
make better use of such knowledge.
She refuses to take her meds faithfully: There
are reasons. And they need to be explored.
What are the costs and benefits of taking the
medication? What are the costs and benefits of
not taking the medication?
She becomes a bully when she’s off
meds: This may be a cost, assuming that such
aggression runs counter to her moral compass.
On the other hand, some people find aggression
empowering, regarding it as a positive.
At her last job, she punched a fellow employee
in the stomach and was fired immediately: This
is a cost of aggression, one that she may very
well appreciate. There may be others as well:
Loss of career, loss of family, legal problems,
guilt, isolation, loss of integrity, being feared or
even hated. The list may go on and on. And
all these might represent disadvantages of not
taking the meds.
She says she ‘hates’ her kids, though they
adore her: What do her children adore about her?
At best, the kids adore her because her “hate”
has not manifested itself into abusive actions. If
that’s the case, saying she hates her kids may be
the way she expresses her anger and frustration
with their behavior. She can learn to recognize
the positive values that underlie her anger, and
use anger as energy for constructive action. She
may already know that when it comes to her kids,
there’s no excuse for abuse.
She works night shift five days a week at
people’s homes who have sick children: This may
be reflective of her deeper values: Kindness,
service, connection, health, compassion. And
these values run deeper than her anger.
She does not want kids: She may not want
to hurt kids, and fears that anger could turn
into aggression, just as it does on the job.
The disadvantage of having kids? Her fear of
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aggression, of losing them, of losing everything.
The benefit of having kids: Her ability to base
her actions on her deeper values of love and
compassion, rather than on hurt or fear.
Can she learn to like herself? Yes, as she
learns to recognize who “herself” truly is. She is
not her emotions, her fears, or her hurts: They are
changeable; she is not. She is not her thoughts:
They are all over the map; she is not. She is not
her bullying or her aggression: They run counter
to the person she truly is. That’s not what she is
about. She is better defined by her deeper and
more consistent values. She is better defined
by her love, her compassion, her understanding.
She is better defined by the qualities that enable
her children to adore her, and that enable her
to have a happy marriage with an understanding
man. That is who she truly is. That is who she
can like. That is who she can love.
Can she be convinced of the value of taking
meds on a regular basis? No. She convinces
herself by looking at the costs and benefits of
taking medication, and weighing them herself.
And she convinces herself by looking at the
costs and benefits of avoiding medication, and
weighing them herself.
Therapy provides tools wherein she can
thoroughly do just that. She determines how the
risks compare to the benefits. She determines
how to mitigate those risks. If she concludes that
by faithfully taking her medication she is more
likely to truly be her kind, compassionate and
loving self, she will comply.
Norman Cotterell, PhD, completed his postdoctoral
fellowship at the Center for Cognitive Therapy at the
University of Pennsylvania in 1990 under the direction of Dr.
Aaron T. Beck. He is a Founding Fellow of the Academy of
Cognitive Therapy, and has served as a protocol therapist
on a variety of large scale psychotherapy outcome studies
including drug abuse, panic disorder and the prevention
of depression. He has lectured extensively for hospitals,
churches, and support groups, and has conducted
workshops across the United States and in Brazil. He has
supervised residents and fellows in cognitive therapy, and
is a past recipient of the O. Spurgeon English Faculty Award
for teaching psychiatry residents at Temple University. He
is a highly active therapist at the Beck Institute who treats
older adolescents, adults, older adults and couples with a
variety of difficulties.
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KIDNEY UPDATES

Sharon Piercy, RN of Pocono Lake, PA, writes:
January third marked the four-year-anniversary of
receiving my kidney transplant. By the end of the
first year, my physical health had been restored.
My horse, Charlie, and I started competing
internationally by YouTube. We belong to the
International Horse Agility Club. (Put “Sharon
Piercy” in the YouTube search engine to view
several videos she made.)
Since starting in September 2012, we have
worked our way up to the Advanced Level.
I retired in May 2015 after 44 years as a
nurse. In addition to working almost every day
with Charlie, I am very active in my church.
Maintaining structure in one’s life is so important.
After age 50, the symptoms of bipolar affective
disorder are minimized. It is so wonderful to
feel really happy. To be sure that I will never be
hospitalized again, I take a low dose of Depakote
and see my psychiatrist once a year.
Life is good.

KIDNEY SHOPPING
WITH GOD
by Janet Berkowitz
I do everything with God,
especially when I need to
make a big decision. When
my kidney disease (due to
lithium toxicity) reached the
point where it was time to
put myself on lists for a new
kidney, I knew this would be Janet Berkowitz and
the most serious decision her nephew Anand.
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I’d ever made. Only I went into fear so quickly
that I forgot to enlist God’s help.
For three months I became engrossed in the
medical world as I listed myself at three hospitals
in three states. You can only list at one hospital
per state. I cried and cried as I spoke to different
practitioners and learned the details of the
transplant process.
The fear became so intense that old thoughts
of suicide began creeping back into my head in
the middle of the night. I am a “suicide addict,”
in Suicide Anonymous. Suicide is my default
response when I am scared. After hearing that
I would be taking 30-40 pills per day to prevent
my body from rejecting the new kidney, my
first thought was, “I would not wish this on my
worst enemy.” It was no surprise that these old
thoughts would return.
The fear basically began after I was warned
about prednisone, one of the anti-rejection
meds. It can cause severe mood instability and
possibly psychosis. Of all my myriad addictions,
“rage” is the one I’ve experienced the longest,
since I can remember walking. I am working my
buns off in Rageaholics Anonymous to remain
abstinent from rage. The most time I’ve managed
to put together is one and one half months. I
have gotten violent and, though my partner,
Phil, is patient with me, I do not want to destroy
our relationship.
Two days after my last application for a
kidney, which required me to drive to Baltimore
(Johns Hopkins Hospital) and would require
many more regular visits after the transplant, I
had an epiphany. As I walked my dog in the park,
where I usually receive clear guidance, I stopped
and felt a gentle awareness blanket me. My inner
guide said, “You don’t have to do this, Janet.
You don’t have to do anything that frightens you
that much.”
So I began my search for natural ways to
heal the kidneys, of which there are many. I take
herbs now that are for the kidneys and I’ve been
working with a nutritionist to change my diet.
My latest blood tests show that the key numbers
that determine kidney health and function are
now stable, instead of getting worse as was
happening in the recent past.
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I continue to follow the steps needed to
apply for a kidney, just in case I change my mind.
The voice that guides me louder than any is my
Higher Self, which reminds me every day that it
is my natural inheritance to heal myself and that
we will all heal as we sink deeper into our True
Selves. I have learned from A Course of Love
(the continuation of A Course in Miracles) that
sickness is rejection of feelings and a call for
Love.
So, I do everything I know to embrace each
feeling as it arises. I see feelings as messengers.
It is known that kidneys represent fear, an old
buddy of mine. Therefore, I am listening much
more carefully to this fear, sometimes ending
relationships that breed it, sometimes bringing
my truth to the forefront, risking the loss of the
relationship. I can do this more bravely because
I know that I am one with all and though I may
appear to be separate from others, I know it’s
ultimately not so.
It’s a dance, this journey…a dance between
the illusion of ego and my Higher True Self. So
on the days when my ego is telling me my body
is real and I must fear it, I am more careful about
diet and exercise. On the days I have no fear, I
do exactly what I want or ask my old pal, God.
Information:
• The Green Herb Store in Colorado offers
free consultation any time you like. They
will support their products, but are not at all
pushy. Sarah Phillips is a lovely woman who
works as a consultant there. Their number
is: 303-421-9900.
•
My nutritionist, Beth Schroeder is more
knowledgeable than any doctor or dietician
that I have come across. Her number is:
856-912-7124.
Janet Berkowitz has been interested in the arts as a healing
tool for over 35 years, having studied psychology and
drama at Clark University in Mass. Her long bio includes
becoming a professional mime in 1975. She dramatizes
the struggles of mental illness through mime. She works
with her partner, Phillip Garber, to teach suicide awareness
and mental health workshops. A certified WRAP facilitator
(Wellness Recovery Action Plan), she teaches various
classes and started the first Suicide Anonymous meeting
in New Jersey. She loves dancing, acting, analyzing
Astrology Natal Charts and much more.
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Barry Bush of Northeast Philadelphia
continues to struggle after losing kidney function
to lithium. He’s been on dialysis for 4 years and
3 months.
Writes Barry: I’m on home peritoneal dialysis
7 days a week, 12 hours every day. I am full of
dialysate fluid 24/7, a dialysate called extraneal
all during the day to minimize sugar absorption
which is what the regular dialysate is made of
(dextrose solution).
Every night I hook up to the cycler where
18,000 ml of dialysate is put in my body, 3,000
ml at a time. Each fill is retained for one hour and
11 minutes, then drained and refilled until the
cycle is completed. Count 20 minutes to a half
hour for each drain and the same for each fill and
it comes to about 12 hours total every night.
Physically, I’m gaining weight - not good because I have very little energy and now when I
walk, my knees, legs and feet hurt. I developed a
leg ulcer like a diabetic, except I’m not diabetic.
It’s due to poor circulation and veins weakening,
which is another result of no kidney function. I
take antibiotics for that.
My body is low in iron as you can’t absorb
it without kidneys, so I take iron injections and
supplements. The parathyroid is acting weird
again (also due to kidney failure) so I need meds
to counter that. I’m trying to walk on a treadmill
but the legs hurt very much, so am looking into
getting a recumbent exercise bike and hopefully
with more activity I can drop some weight.
I’ve had 3 offers for a kidney so far. They ask
if I would want each one and they explain the
cause of death, age and health of the donor, so
I have the option to say no if the kidney comes
from a person with a disease like hepatitis or
some such illness.
The first 2 offers I was a match. The first one
was deemed unusable when it arrived at the
hospital, the second one went to the first-offered
patient and the third one was not a match when
they tested for tissue type.
It is hard to enjoy my tortoises and plants when
I’m feeling so crappy all the time. I push myself
to maintain proper care for them and sometimes
lean on my wife or son to help out a bit, and to
make sure the plants and animals are fed and
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watered. I’ve lost many plants in the recent past
due to my failure to monitor their needs closely,
but we are talking about the kind of rare plants
that need close attention. Hate to say this, but in
my current mood it is pretty gloomy, waiting for
spring.
My source of strength? Good question, I’m
not really sure, could be I’m just stubborn.
Barry Bush is a frequent contributor on Facebook.

UNCLE BERNIE’S
KITCHEN
by Bernie Samuels of Warrington, PA

BERNIE’S SALMON
WITH SESAME SEEDS

serves 4 to 5

Ingredients:
2 lb. filet of salmon
1 tsp. honey
1 tsp. mustard
Sesame seeds
Directions:
Pre-heat oven to 450 degrees
In a small bowl mix honey and mustard
Place salmon in oiled pan
Cover salmon completely with honey and
mustard mixture
Then cover salmon completely with sesame
seeds
Place pan in oven in broiler position height
(top rack)
Bake for 5-6 minutes
Then turn off oven and place oven on BROIL
– Leave pan in place
When sesame seeds start to get black…..
remove pan from oven and let it sit for a few
minutes
Serve and enjoy!
Side dishes to serve with the salmon:
Baked Sweet potato
Salad: Cut up romaine lettuce and/or any
other preferred green leaf, tomatoes, broccoli,
peppers – red, orange, green – avocado, sweet
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onion, olives. Can also add beans –black or any
other color.
Dressing: Serves 4.
5 tablespoons olive oil
3 tablespoons balsamic vinegar,
garlic. If fresh, use 2 cloves chopped fine, or
garlic powder.
Pinch of salt and pepper, if desired.
Wonderful way to preserve lettuce for almost
3 weeks. Remove core. Place separated leaves
in colander and run cold water over it to clean.
Shake well to remove excess water. Lay out
leaves on a dish towel. Leaves can lay on top of
each other. If needed, add another dish towel
on top and tightly roll together, then placed roll
into crisper of fridge. This provides an easy way
to make salads.
Dessert: Fresh fruit bowl. Cut up into small
pieces fresh fruits of every variety you have. We
use blueberries, strawberries, raspberries, kiwis,
pineapple, melons, bananas and mangos. Mix
up in bowl and, if desired, squeeze juice of a
small orange for added flavor.

BERNIE SAMUELS:

Warrior, Chef, Retired
Business Owner
Bernie Samuels is
a World War II Navy
veteran
with
many
fascinating tales of his
war experiences.
Bernie’s food-related
experiences during the
war occurred on the
Weehawkin, a small
mine carrier traveling in
the South Pacific. The ship stopped at islands
such as Guam, Saipan, Tinian, Okinawa and the
Solomon Islands.
For breakfast at sea on weekdays, they ate
stewed figs, cereal, baked beans and coffee.
On weekends, eggs, bacon, ham and fried
potatoes were added to the menu. Though
Jewish, Bernie had always eaten “pork” products.
Dessert: mid-week they would eat cookies.
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Weekends would be ice cream and cookies and
once in a while the chef would make cherry pie
from large cans of cherries.
Sometimes the food supply would be so low
the chef was forced to get creative. He would
buy what was available in one of the ports, such
as really old lamb, which was almost inedible,
but the men had to eat.
Almost nightly, at dinner time, the Japanese
would fly over the ships and make bombing
attempts. The planes were called “Zeros,” oneman planes. Suicide bombers.
The Zeros flew from 10 pm until 4 or 5 in
the morning. They also flew at dinnertime. The
sailors couldn’t eat or sleep. “If I got half an hour
sleep a day, that was good,” said Bernie.
Bernie once stood on deck and looked up as
a Zero was flying by. He saw the face of the pilot.
They looked at one another. The bomber didn’t
want to waste his fuel or his life on such a small
ship, so he bombed the next ship, which Bernie
could see.
It was a Red Cross ship and was totally
destroyed. When this occurred, everyone left his
dinner on the table, as they ran on deck to see
what had happened. When things calmed down
they went back down to their table. The food
was cold and covered with flies. This was a daily
occurrence.
Bernie went to the store room to get sardines
and crackers.
When Bernie was 18 and shipping out from
Yorkville, VA, he noticed prejudice against the
five Jews aboard the ship. One was a dentist
who stayed inside his cabin and never came out.
Another was “Phil” who, like Bernie, wanted to
rise in the ranks. That was done by taking a test.
A book was provided with information. Bernie
studied for hours until he knew the whole thing
backwards and forwards.
On the day of the test, Bernie finished quickly,
certain he had passed with flying colors. Phil, the
other fellow, just sat there, as if in a stupor.
Later, the test results came out.
His name was not listed with the individuals
who passed the test. He went in to see Mr. Perry,
who was in charge of the test and demanded to
know what happened. The officer wouldn’t say a
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thing and told him to leave the office.
It was clear as a bell, said Bernie. Prejudice
against the Jews.
One man had been called “Jew-Boy.” One of
the sailors came on deck wearing boxing gloves,
punched Bernie, who fell down on one knee.
“I’ve gotta do something to protect myself,” he
thought.
It so happened that the officer in charge,
a captain, had a black valet who was a former
boxing champ named Johnson. The only jobs
available aboard ship for blacks were those who
worked for an officer. The ship was segregated
so they could not use the same bathrooms or eat
at the same tables as the white people.
Bernie started practicing to defend himself
on the punching bag. He had no idea what he
was doing. Johnson, a towering six-foot-two,
with “shoulders starting at his ears” approached
him and said he’d teach him how to box.
Bernie was a fast learner. The next time the
man gave him trouble, Bernie gave him “a quick
one-two,” the man went down, and Bernie took
off his boxing gloves.
No one ever bothered him again.
As the war was coming to an end and Bernie
was despondent on the Weehawkin because Mr.
Perry would not promote him, Bernie asked to
be transferred. He filled out all the paperwork
and handed it to Mr. Perry.
Perry tore up the paperwork. “You’re
not leaving,” he said. “I need you here.” An
underhanded compliment of Bernie’s valuable
service.
He finally did get his promotion in a most
unusual way.
The war was finally over. The Weehawkin
began to sink, due to a typhoon that sent
pounding waves across the ship. Soldiers were
asked if they wanted to stay on board to remove
various items below they didn’t want to be seen
by anyone.
Bernie was one of several men who
volunteered to help.
He was all of 20 years old.
Later on, the sailors who stayed aboard were
all promoted. Bernie was now a respectable
Third Class Petty Officer.
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He was nearly 21 when he was discharged and
went back to live with his family in Philadelphia.
“War is terrible, it’s the worst thing in the
world,” he says. Recently, in the local paper, he
read about another sailor, also from Warrington,
who’s 90 years old.
Guess who’s coming to dinner and bringing
his wife? And guess who’s cooking?
Today, Bernie is a retired businessman and
philanthropist. He and Freda recently celebrated
their 90th birthdays.

MOMMY DEAREST
by Judy Kroll

The call came on Friday, July 10, 2015. My
phone number from when I was a little girl
flashed across the screen. My first thought was,
it’s my mom - she’s calling to make peace! I
was as excited as a puppy dog whose tail was
wagging when her owner had just come home!
It had been eight long years since she cajoled
me into a therapy session to “work on our
relationship.” In the session, she proceeded to
cut all ties with me, her only daughter, and my
husband and son, who was her only grandson. I
drove her home after that unexpected exchange
and said goodbye.
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My mother, Eleanor Sulzburgh, and I have
always had a difficult relationship. My parents split
up in 1972, after suffering through a tumultuous
marriage. I was 5. I don’t think my mom ever
quite recovered. I was more of a mom to her
than she was to me! She could never be alone.
She was filled with fear and extreme anxiety and
perhaps had bipolar or borderline personality
disorder that was never formally diagnosed and
went untreated. She always had a different guy
living with us. I remember when I was 15, she
moved into a house and while I was at work,
put both of my cats into the SPCA because they
weren’t welcome in our new abode. My Uncle
Barry helped me retrieve them and I moved in
with my bubby (grandmother) for a summer.
When I was permitted to come home because
I missed her, she changed her mind and locked
me out of the house one time as she no longer
“wanted” me. I had to call the police to get back
into my own home. She did the best she could
for a person with an untreated mental illness.
My dad passed in 1998 at age 58. He suffered
from severe depression and was a hoarder.
Shortly thereafter, I married, and my mom
reluctantly attended my wedding, although she
harbored an all –consuming jealousy of me and
the life I had created. She ultimately cut ties with
me again. My husband and I built a home and
then had a baby. I made my husband reach out
to her twice about coming to the bris – Jewish
celebration of circumcision - and she and her
current boyfriend actually came.
For five years she managed to stay in our
lives. “Pop-pop” Burt grew attached to my son.
They would visit frequently. Then one day I asked
my mom what my life was like when I was my
son’s age. She went ballistic! “Your dad left us
penniless. I had to go on Welfare and raise you by
myself. But you always worshiped him.” Shortly
thereafter came the fateful “therapy session.”
Over the years, I tried to get her to change
her mind and come back into our lives, but to no
avail. Burt was never married and had no kids.
He took good care of my mom, but was afraid
of going against her wishes. I called but she
blocked my number. I sent cards but they were
ignored. I sent her my son’s school pictures and
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yearly updates, but never heard a word. The last
contact we had was when I called from another
phone line two years ago in April of 2013. I
said, “Hi Mom.” She furiously replied with angry
disdain that struck me to my core, in an almost
animalistic growl, “What do you want?” There
was pure hatred in her voice. I said, “I called to
say Hi.” Her response was – “Goodbye,” and
she hung up on me. That was the last contact we
had until July 10, 2015. I consciously chose not to
invite her to my son’s Bar Mitzvah in September
of 2014.
The detective called to tell me that my mom
was dead. The ambulance had come and her
body was cold. I was the next of kin and legally
had to be notified of her death. They asked if
there were any other blood relatives. I said that
my mom had a brother – my Uncle Barry, but that
we were estranged. I called Burt to get Barry’s
contact information, and I was informed that he
passed two years ago. I was never told. More
anger and disbelief.
They said my mom’s apartment was in a horrid
condition and I had to release her body to Burt
per her wishes. It was surreal. Her apartment was
like something out of an A&E Hoarders episode
– so sad. She was 77 and died of complications
from lung cancer with which she was recently
diagnosed. I went into her apartment to say
my goodbyes. I asked Burt what made her hate
me so much. It’s a mystery, he said, a secret she
would take to her grave. And she did.
Burt, who is 85, was distraught. My husband
and I waited for Burt’s niece, Ellen, to arrive
because evidently, she was in charge. She said,
as per my mother’s wishes, I wasn’t allowed near
my mother after she passed. Neither did she
want me to be informed on the occasion of her
death. This was a legal requirement. Per my
mom’s wishes, I was not to attend the funeral,
sit Shiva, or post an obituary. I was told to leave
the premises immediately. The funeral took
place that Sunday morning at graveside with just
Burt and his niece in attendance. The following
Monday I called my therapist, my psychiatrist
and my rabbi. I have been managing and living
with bipolar disorder since 1985 and thankfully
I knew how to use my “tools” to handle this
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difficult situation so I wouldn’t get ill.
I steadfastly said Kaddish every day and
had a “Shiva” – Jewish custom of a weeklong
mourning period - at my house. I sat by the pool
in a black bathing suit and a black hat as friends
came by to pay a call. She could not dictate to
me how I grieved. The hope of any reconciliation
was gone. Any and all hope was gone. I cried for
me, I cried for my lost childhood, and I cried for
her. I wish I had one more chance to make it right
between us. Or to help her and insist that she
get treatment for her mental illness. No matter
what, she was still my mom and I loved her.
The loss of a parent is hard enough when you
are on good terms, but grieving for an estranged
or abusive parent presents its own unique set of
challenges. My mom remained bitter and spiteful
and mentally unbalanced until the very end. To
add insult to injury, or for pure spite, she made
sure to acknowledge me in her will. She left me
one dollar.
I sincerely hope that she is resting in peace
now.
Judy provided us with A Yizkor Meditation in
Memory of an Abusive Parent
By Rabbi Robert Saks
Dear God,
You know my heart.
Indeed, You know me better than I know
myself, so I turn to You before I rise for Kaddish.
My emotions swirl as I say this prayer. The
parent I remember was not kind to me. His/her
death left me with a legacy of unhealed wounds,
of anger and of dismay that a parent could hurt
a child as I was hurt.
I do not want to pretend to love, or to grief
that I do not feel, but I do want to do what is
right as a Jew and as a child.
Help me, O God, to subdue my bitter
emotions that do me no good, and to find that
place in myself where happier memories may
lie hidden, and where grief for all that could
have been, all that should have been, may be
calmed by forgiveness, or at least soothed by
the passage of time.
I pray that You, who raise up slaves to
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freedom, will liberate me from the oppression
of my hurt and anger, and that You will lead me
from this desert to Your holy place.
Judy Kroll lives in Holland, PA, with her husband, Barry,
and son, Max, 14.

EARLY ONSET
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE –
OUR EXPERIENCE
By Tom Sanders
Willow Grove, PA

The first indication that there was a problem
came in September 2012 when my wife Shirley’s
day care/nursery school director reduced her
hours from 40 per week to 20. My first response
was anger: How can they take away half of her
income after 24 years of faithful service! They’re
guilty of age discrimination! The Lord graciously
used Shirley to give me a calmer perspective
on the problem. She explained that this action
was being taken because she was having trouble
fulfilling some of her duties. Shirley wasn’t
always able to properly log in arriving students
or see that they were properly supervised on the
playground. She explained that we should be
grateful that the center was still allowing her to
work at reduced hours.
A phone call to the director convinced me
that she loved Shirley and had her best interests
in mind. Nevertheless, a cut in hours meant that I
had to start taking Social Security benefits earlier
than planned, a fact that altered our planning for
the future. Looking back, we see that this cut in
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hours was a good thing, because it gave Shirley
and me more time to be together, and our
finances weren’t significantly damaged by the
change. I had been retired since early 2011, and
now Shirley could share that with me in partial
retirement. She retired fully in June 2015.
Talking with the director convinced Shirley
and me that we should see a neurologist for an
evaluation. We did, and he diagnosed her as
having mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Given
Shirley’s family history, that didn’t come as a great
surprise to us. Her father, mother, blood-relative
aunt and three blood-relative uncles all died with
some form of dementia. We had been talking
for years about the possibility of Shirley also
contracting dementia; we just never expected it
to start at age 59.
The neurologist also suggested that Shirley
was a good candidate for a clinical drug trial of
an experimental Alzheimer’s disease drug. We
readily agreed to take part in the trial, expecting
it to be easy to meet the required criteria. Shirley
easily passed the cognitive criterion; she had
enough but not too much cognitive impairment.
The MRI tripped her up, because it showed five
micro hemorrhages in her brain; only one was
allowed for entry into the trial, even though
micro hemorrhages are potential indicators of
Alzheimer’s disease. We were disappointed
that Shirley failed the entry requirements, but
we accepted and lived with the disappointment.
To our great surprise we later learned that the
trial requirements had changed and Shirley’s MRI
results no longer disqualified her.
The last hurdle to pass to get into the trial
was a radiolabeled PET scan. The scan had to
show the presence of beta-amyloid plaques in
her brain. They are “sticky” protein fragments
that lodge on neurons and are considered to
be the cause of Alzheimer’s disease. We were
torn emotionally about what result to hope
for. If plaques were found, Shirley probably
had Alzheimer’s (bad) and could enter the trial
(good). If they weren’t found, Shirley probably
didn’t have Alzheimer’s (good), but that would
leave us searching for another cause for her
problems (bad). The results came back positive,
so she was admitted into the program and we
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now knew that Alzheimer’s symptoms were in
our future.
Technically, Shirley does not yet have
Alzheimer’s disease symptoms, but the presence
of the plaques shows that she will most likely
develop significant symptoms in the future. For
now the diagnosis is MCI, which is the beginning
of the continuum of increasing dementia. There
is a vague boundary between MCI and true
Alzheimer’s symptoms, with the expectation
that Shirley will gradually decrease in memory
and cognitive functions. In September 2014 the
neurologist said he expected her to cross the
boundary in one to five years. So far it’s been one
and a half years and the boundary hasn’t been
crossed, so we are encouraged to believe that
we still may have many good years left together.
Every 2-3 months we go to the neurologist,
Shirley to be evaluated medically and cognitively
and me to answer detailed questions about what
I see happening with her.
The clinical trial is double blind, which means
that neither the neurologist nor we know what
dosage of the drug Shirley is taking. Only the
pharmaceutical company knows. Each patient is
on the drug for 26 months, and there are three
possible dosages: 0 mg (placebo), 14 mg and 40
mg, with one third of the trial participants in each
category. She began the trial in April, 2015. We
are hoping that Shirley is not on the placebo, but
we won’t find out until all trial participants have
finished, even if that is beyond her 26 months.
Even if she is on 14 or 40 mg, there is still the
question of whether the drug has any efficacy. It
is likely at the end of 26 months that Shirley will
be able to continue on the medication (if she is
currently taking 14 or 40 mg) or begin it at 40 mg
(if she is currently on the placebo). Trial rules at
the time will determine what happens next.
The trial drug is designed to prevent further
beta-amyloid plaques from forming, thus
slowing the progress of the disease. There is no
expectation that the drug will reverse the course
of Alzheimer’s disease or cure it. We are hoping
for a good result in delaying symptoms but
realize that many drug trials end in failure. With
no effective drugs currently on the market, we
believe we have nothing to lose and everything
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to gain from participating in the trial.
What symptoms are we currently seeing?
They are of three types: decreased shortterm memory, reduction of practical skills, and
increased difficulty with logical thinking. Shirley
frequently forgets small and usually unimportant
things, such as people’s names (not unimportant!)
and details of TV episodes we watched
previously. We often watch DVD TV series from
the library, and she has trouble remembering
characters or plot developments from previous
shows. She is having some difficulties with tasks
that used to be easy for her, such as following
recipes correctly or reading music while playing
the piano. And she is having increased difficultly
following logical arguments and seeing how
statements fit together in the larger picture. All
of these problems are relatively minor and in
no way hinder Shirley from a full life now. We
would be very grateful to have her remain this
way the rest of her life, but we realize that is
unlikely. For now we see the problems that she
has, but thankfully the disease hasn’t progressed
far enough for others to see much if anything
wrong. That won’t always be the case.
How are we coping? So far we are doing well.
First and foremost, we are greatly encouraged by
our faith in Jesus Christ. We have endeavored
throughout our 39-year marriage to be faithful
followers of Christ, and he has never failed us.
We trust his sovereign control over our lives
and the compassion and wisdom he has always
exercised on our behalf. We have faced many
things that we don’t understand and that are
often difficult, but we continue to believe that all
things that come our way are ultimately for our
good and his glory. It’s been a struggle to keep
that trust at times, but by God’s grace we have
continued to do so. None of that is to our credit;
all of it belongs to him. Shirley and I are weak and
sinful; God is strong and good. Our church has
also been a great help in times of difficulty. The
majority of people in our church have significant
physical, relational or emotional struggles, and
it has been good to see the way our church
members uphold one another in difficult times.
We thank God for a wonderful group of people
who are the ministers of Christ to us.
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We have been blessed in retirement with
sufficient assets to plan for moving into a life care
retirement facility. We would rather stay in our
current home of 38 years, but we want to make
sure that adequate memory care is available
for Shirley when she needs it. We are currently
on the waiting list for a small cottage at Dock
Woods just north of Lansdale. The waiting time
should be about two years, and we’re hoping
that Shirley is still capable of independent living
when we move in. We’re also looking into
similar facilities north of Pittsburgh, near where
our older son and his family live. It’s a difficult
choice between being near our younger son and
his wife in the Philadelphia area and moving to
Pittsburgh, where our three grandchildren live.
We don’t fear for the future, but instead we
try to enjoy as much of our present life as we
can. Shirley walks for 30 minutes almost every
day, and I join her as often as possible. During
good weather I ride my bike, and the walking
and biking is for both of us an encouraging way
to stay in touch with life and keep fit. Now that
both of us are retired, we are able to do more
things together. Shirley goes with me on all the
errands I do, and, since she no longer has a car
(due to an unfortunate but injury-free accident), I
drive her to all the places she needs to be. She’s
uncomfortable driving my big car, and I’m happy
to take her where needed. It’s good to spend so
much time together. We both love to read and
do much of it, and we greatly enjoy our times
together watching TV shows or movies that we
buy or borrow from the library.
Both of us are involved in volunteer work,
including tutoring, committee work, babysitting,
home repairs on other homes, and work at
church. We believe it’s important to share our
lives with others, and Shirley in particular spends
time with women friends in the neighborhood.
We are committed to remaining part of other’s
lives as long as possible.
We’ve found laughter to be therapeutic.
Some of the mistakes that Shirley makes are
funny, and we have no trouble laughing with
one another over them. Indeed, we find it a
good release from difficult times. As Shirley
often says, if we don’t laugh about the things
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that go wrong, we’ll cry about them. There are
times that she is discouraged and thinks she is
an unfair burden on me. Those are especially
the times I need to be an encourager, showing
her love and a commitment to her that will never
fail. Sometimes that’s hard for me to do, and I
frequently pray for help from God to be exactly
the husband she needs in these difficult times.
They will only get more difficult, so there’s no
end to the need for prayer.
When Shirley and I got married in 1977,
we promised “to have and to hold from this
day forward, for better, for worse, for richer, for
poorer, in sickness and in health, to love and to
cherish, till death us do part.” The words were
easy to say then, but now we are seeing the full
import of them, and we are determined, God
helping us, to keep our vows. Difficulties tend
to either drive couples apart or strengthen their
commitment to one another. We want to be a
couple who grow in love and commitment as the
years get more difficult.
Tom Sanders is a U.S. Army Vietnam war veteran. He spent
five years in the 1970s teaching chemistry at Germantown
Academy, 33 years as a research chemist at Rohm and
Haas/Dow in Spring House.
Shirley Sanders worked as a dental hygienist for 9 years
before retiring. She worked for 27 years at a day care/
nursery school center.
New Directions has scheduled Shirley’s neurologist, Dr.
David C. Weisman, to speak about Alzheimer’s and other
memory loss conditions on Wednesday, April 6, from 7 to
9 pm at the Willow Grove Giant Supermarket, Upstairs
Classroom. Join us!

NEW DIRECTIONS’
LOVED ONES GROUP
Intro: At every New Directions meeting, we have
three small groups, all with three trained leaders.
We have the Depression Group, the Bipolar
Group, and the Loved Ones’ Group, run by
married couple Greg and Carole Hodges, both
retired and living in Dresher, PA. Carole worked
as a principal, while Greg worked as a manager
at Verizon.
We all meet at the same time in the large
Parish Hall at Abington Presbyterian Church.
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The “Loved Ones’ Group” meets behind closed
doors of The Library.
Since the inception of our group in 1986, we
have always had a “Loved One’s Group,” since
your depression or bipolar disorder affects the
entire family.
We are truly grateful to have Carole and Greg
Hodges, compassionate and knowledgeable
guides on the recovery journey. Something
I really admire about them is they each have
hobbies – something all family members should
engage in to keep them “sane” – and they take
occasional vacations to get away from it all.
Here is the Hodges’ report.
Although the Mental Health System is poorly
funded, there are supports. Unfortunately, very
little attention is given to supporting the “loved
ones” who live with or care for the person with
the mood disorder.
We meet twice a month – the first and third
Tuesday of the month – from 7:30 to 9:45 pm.
Everybody in the Loved Ones Group has
a child, spouse, sibling or friend with a mood
disorder. The issues we address run the gamut
and may change each week. It is a forum to share
your frustrations and concerns you may have
experienced. It is a group that you can openly
express your feelings because everyone in the
group has probably had similar experiences and
we understand.
People, including family or friends, who have
never lived with, or cared for a person with a
mood disorder are not always able to relate to
what you are going through. You will find that
this is a place to share the feelings you may have
regarding loss, worry and no one to turn to.
The members of the Loved Ones Group
probably have been where you are. They
understand and can help you to get through
your current dilemma. We have life experiences
in living and dealing with individuals with mood
disorders. You will not feel like you are by
yourself!
We will guide you with the following resources
in the Community:
• Social Security Disability
• Medicare/Medicaid-Prescriptions and
health care
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• Affordable Health Care
• Various services provided through the
Department of Human Services
• County Mental Health Services
If you are currently living with or caring for a
person with a mood disorder that is exhibiting
any of the following behaviors, you may want or
need the support of the Loved Ones Group:
• Chronic irritability
• Failing to take his/her medications
• Chronic mood swings
• Difficult to live with, talk to
• Unable to sleep at night
• Sleeping all the time and cannot get up to
lead a normal life
• Withdrawing more and more
• Currently or recently in a mental hospital
Come join us on the first and third Tuesdays
of the month.
Greg and Carole Hodges
Loved Ones’ Group Leaders
New Directions

PURSUE THE
WONDERFUL INTO THE
WORLD OF TREES
by Carolyn Constable
Pale pink cherry trees in full bloom in
December 2015, lined the driveway to St. Jude’s
Church in Chalfont, PA. A warm December tricked
trees to bloom out of season and propelled me
into thinking about trees.
I love trees. Without them our world would
not be beautiful. Amazing shapes, varied leaf
patterns, huge furrowed trunks, white slender
stalks of Birches, graceful soft needles of White
Pines, appeal to my senses. When we moved to
our first and only home in Chalfont in 1968 our
yard was a large meadow devoid of trees. So we
planted: oaks, dogwoods, redbuds, sweet gums,
red and silver maples and a row of conifers which
were originally Christmas trees.
In our garage, we have a chart of all the
evergreens we planted for our sons’ Christmas
trees. Spruce, Douglas firs, and White pines were
dug at Christmastime, balled with burlap, and
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after the holidays, placed in the holes we dug.
We can locate Ronnie’s first Christmas tree,
Christopher’s tree when he was 4 in a whole row
of evergreens along the border of our property.
The trees are now 40 years old and line our
driveway with majesty. Some have died, were
broken in storms, and my favorite, became a
safety hazard.
I loved that white Pine, would sit on our
deck and watch the sun shimmering through
the branches. I heard the wind whispering softly
while swaying the delicate needles. A pair of
Cooper’s Hawks built a nest high up in the pine
and raised two chicks.
We watched the process of birth and the
fledglings’ first flight. The White Pine provided
shelter for the birds who roosted there at night.
I cried when the pine was chain-sawed down. I
took pictures of the tree before its demise and to
this day, I still miss the beauty of that magnificent
tree.
Trees are childhood companions. The gigantic
Sycamore with a “Winnie the Pooh” large cavity
has thrilled thousands of kids at Peace Valley
Nature Center as they search inside the tree for
Pooh bear and his honey pot. During Hurricane
Sandy, many old trees along the Pooh loop were
blown down, but God spared the Pooh Tree and
it still remains today. As a child I built tree forts in
the woods near our Wyndmoor home, climbed
trees, and while looking up into lofty branches,
dreamed.
Forests are special to me. In Alaska, my
husband and I were fortunate to walk in many
old growth forests. The Tongass National Forest
near the spot where hundreds of Bald Eagles
perch during the winter is spectacular. On an
excursion up the Dalton Highway to the Arctic
Circle we entered the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge where there are no trees. The mountains,
without trees, are somber and devoid of life.
Most of Alaska has millions and millions of
acres of forests which take your breath away. This
past summer, 2015, we were in Olympic National
Park in Washington State for six days.
We climbed to the largest Red Cedar tree,
which could hold 12 humans in its cavity and
which towered so high that my camera could
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not capture the top. We hiked in the Hoh Rain
Forest on the Olympic peninsula and to our
astonishment saw an endangered Spotted Owl
right along the trail.
Smaller forests or woodlands close to home,
such as Pennypack Preserve are reservoirs of
countless tree species. What would a natural
area be without trees? When planted in memory
of a loved one, trees take on an additional
significance.
Autumn brings out the glorious colors of
deciduous trees. The golden Hickories, brilliant
Red Maples, and the incomparable yellows,
oranges and reds of Sugar Maples impart to
humans a sensory bouquet. Trips are taken by
“leaf peepers” to view the fall foliage in New
England. I can’t imagine October without the
color spectrum the leaves portray.
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Trees provide years of scientific study
possibilities. Learning to identify trees in winter
via the bark is a formidable task. Looking carefully
at emerging tree buds with their individual
characteristics – each species has a different bud
formation – can yield hours of research. During
January and February, tree skeletons can be
observed easily and the variety of tree species in
a woodlot is phenomenal.
YES, I do love trees. When viewed from
mountain tops, I find a rolling green sea of
tranquility. Underneath, I feel solitude and
refreshment for my soul.
Carolyn Constable, a retired teacher-naturalist from Peace
Valley Nature Center, now runs the bi-monthly Peace Valley
Poets. The author of “Who Learns Will Love: The Story of
Peace Valley Nature Center,” she is working on her second
book “Connections.”
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Kaleidoscope

The literary section of The Compass.

A Sycamore Survives
by Carolyn Constable
In a forest of newly constructed townhouses,
surviving the wrath of bulldozers
that scraped the golden meadows,
making way for macadam driveways
and houses stacked one against another,
a huge Sycamore tree stands alone.
Stretching out its mottled limbs,
the bark catches sunlight and shines
magnificently in the winter sky.
Under this massive tree, wind no longer
ripples across wild meadow grasses.
Cricket choruses and birds that
scurried for insects in nearby fields
have been replaced by harsh urban noises.
For years, Sycamore roots tunneled
deeply through rich meadow loam.
Now asphalt asphyxiates soil creatures.
Sheep that grazed in this pasture are
just a memory.
I’m grateful this lovely tree remains.
Humans in their greed for profit
did not destroy this last living specimen,
the only vestige of nature in “Chalfont Green.”
Carolyn Constable, a retired teacher-naturalist from Peace
Valley Nature Center, now runs the bi-monthly Peace Valley
Poets. The author of “Who Learns Will Love: The Story of
Peace Valley Nature Center,” she is working on her second
book “Connections.”
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The next poem was written by Carolyn’s son,
when he was 10 years old.

A TREE
by Ronnie Constable Jr.
A tree
Is a good place for a nest to be
For climbing it is good
It can be used for fire wood
It is a good place for a fort
and a climbing resort
They grow apples and pears
A scratching post for bears.
Uses of a Tree
Boards for homes
Mouse traps for mouses
Firewood for fires
Stagecoach tires
Window sills
Paper bills
Places for forts
Basketball courts
Baseball bats
Litter boxes for cats.
Ronnie wrote this in 1979 when he was 10 years old.
He now works for The Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
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TWO POEMS BY JUDITH A. LAWRENCE

Bathrobe Days
They come in clusters
last a day or two,
idle days spent in play or reverie
staring out the window
at swaying branches full of
shimmering leaves,
lulled into becoming one
in the dappled permutations
of celery and hunters green,
lazy morning drifting aimlessly by
with time to mix and fry
crêpes in the old iron pan
thin as paper rolled and overflowing
with orange marmalade and ricotta cheese
topped with luscious whipped cream
to linger over a hot cup of raspberry tea,
glance disinterestedly over a pile of dishes
left un-attended in the sink.
Sunday’s paper left askew on the floor.
In the tick-tock of hours
working with my paint box,
time slows to non-existent.
Watercolors spring alive
from white sheets of paper,
landscapes, apples and lemons,
farms and ground straw,
old school houses,
daisies and sunflowers,
until the hand grows tired
wraps weary fingers around the warm
cottony fur of my faithful pup,
the two of us side by side on the couch,
the touch soothing
as we meld un-aware of where
each other begins or ends,
until dusk gradually drops its deep night shade
over the vivid hues of the day
gently guides us to sleep
in an un-made bed
still full of yester-night’s dreams.
Judith A. Lawrence is a writer/artist originally from PA,
now residing in Florida. She is the editor/publisher of Lilly
Press/River Poets Journal since 2008. River Poets Journal
is published both online and in print.
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Daytona Beach
I looked around one day and found
that everyone had moved on
in one way or the other.
It was time to run away. Begin anew.
It was Tuscany I‘d long desired,
but those dreams were meant for younger days.
Instead I find here a strange dichotomy
nestled in this narrow strip of hard packed sand
between the Halifax River and the Ocean.
Little rag–tag, weather-worn cottages.
grand hotels, motels, or century old apartment
houses,
a dog or cat lazily crosses the road
indifferent to on-coming traffic,
taffy shops, little theatres, scraped sandy beaches,
boardwalks, trinket shops, all kinds of cafes.
It’s hardly expedient to cook for oneself.
The seagulls line up in perfect order
on the beach behind the Tiki bar
just in time for the lunch crowd.
Squeaking Manatees sidle in and out
of the Halifax River coming suddenly
upon the lone spectator.
The sun seems far brighter here.
Touristy people come and go.
There are days I mosey back and forth
on the toll-less bridge over the river
idly daydreaming while small sail ships
approaching in opposite directions
slowly glide under the drawbridge
over periwinkle blue water
under a fluffy marshmallow cloud sky
one could almost reach up and pluck.
At night be warned, it’s sin city,
despite drive-in churches
and a church on every corner.
Bright lights, biker bars jamming
through the wee hours,
pimps and whores cruising the 7-eleven’s,
The druggies sell their wares
surreptitiously on the corners.
Bukowski would have loved it here.
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As Your Mind Clears
by Matt Forstater of Harleysville PA
I am a poet
Ya’ll betta know it
Flow for it
Flow wit it
Sticky icky
Dis honeybee
Be sweeter than what you see
Or feel
Ya feel me
I am on a mission
Get what I need is a cinch
For this quality
All I give is my heart
My sweat blood and tears
I search for more
So I push and pull
Your aptitude is clear
Lost in a land of no where
I found home
Touched base
Got new laces on my shoes
Called it hot and cold
Made food for the deaf
Saw what it means to touch a goldmine
Heard from the deaf and found my eardrum
Looked into a blind mans eyeris
Saw he wasn’t blind
But the bias is real
They want cursive
They want me to shed the path
But I only found my own blindness
Until a blind man appeared
And held my hand
Brought me to a Buddhist Temple
Where I struck it mentally rich
The Four pillars of Buddhism
The matching set to your outfit
The pieces of your life
We find
In the maze of life
Figuring out the puzzle
Is like falling in love
I can’t explain it
It’s like a million connections
That comes together all at once
As your mind clears
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How to Drive Across
Pennsylvania’s Universe
by David Kime
Take Big Brother’s advice
and hit the road by 5:30 am
or you will experience the Valley Forge
Parking Lot.
Pull the ticket out of the machine at
the turnpike entrance and head west.
Try to avoid plastic debris on the roadway
or a panic fit will occur.
Stop once or twice to stretch legs
and give brain, eyes, arms and
everything else a rest or
chronic fatigue will set in and
your body will go numb and
you will turn into a driving zombie.
Stay relaxed when you hit those tunnels
running through the mountains.
You will not suffocate or disappear into thin air
The light will appear before you know it
Avoid crazy teenage drivers that swerve around,
overly cautious elderlies, Mack trucks that box
you in,
or people talking on their cell phones, texting,
eating a sandwich or applying makeup.
If you hit a traffic jam
it won’t be the end of the world
And when you get to the Allegheny Valley Exit
Pull over and call Big Brother
He will meet you at the Sunoco Gas Station
two miles down Freeport Road
and take you to that final destination
Somewhere in that old steel city
people refer to as Pittsburgh
at the other end of Pennsylvania’s Universe.
David A. Barnitz Kime of Fairless Hills, PA, is founder/
editor of Transcendent Visions, a lit mag that will
celebrate its 25th anniversary in 2017. A visual artist,
he shows his work at numerous art galleries including
Coalition Ingenu. See his work and other self-taught
artists at CoalitionIngenu. com. He teaches art and
writing at Reach-Out Foundation in Bucks County. In
March, David will receive an award from Bucks County
Community College for his Transcendent Visions, as
a place for people in recovery and their allies to get
published.
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Elegy to
Patrick Otis Cox
(March 17, 1955 August 27, 2015)
By Yin Liu
Today is a rainy day,
Rain is pouring like my tears for Pat,
Two months,
He has left me behind...
He asked for help,
He was in pain,
My heart is bleeding,
My mind has gone wild...
I have no power to save his life,
Even no chance to say goodbye.
He couldn’t hear “Honey, I love you more,”
Whenever he said to me, “Honey, I love you.”
He has gone too soon...
Because I couldn’t stop for death,
He kindly stopped for me,
On the 27th day of August,
In the year of our lord, 2015
The Year of the Sheep.
This was his year,
Five cycles of a dozen years each
Only six decades,
He passed away,
Honey, you broke your promise
of living 102 years.
I want you -I want to hear your charming voice,
I want to see your beaming smile,
I want to touch your heart,
I want to hold your hand...
I miss you-Every single day,
Each moment,
Day to night,
Sunrise to sunset...
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12 years, full of memories From San Francisco to Palm City,
From Philadelphia to New York,
From Baltimore Harbor to Boston Tea Party,
From Wright Brothers Memorial to Cherry
Festival,
From Longwood Gardens to the Louvre...
As he sang,”Every move you make, I will watch
you,’’
I followed each of his moves by his side Accompanied him,
Comforted him,
Encouraged him,
Supported him,
Most of all
Was proud of himFrom coffee shop owner to New York SoHo
solo show artist,
From storm water expert to certified planner,
From distinguished speaker to CEO of nonprofit organization...
Talent, creative individual,
Caring, giving philanthropist,
Great listener, communicator...
He loved science, Mother Nature,
He worked hard all his life to pursue his dream
He was brilliant, wise, optimistic, upright,
honest, cheerful, funny, easygoing, and open
minded...
He was a genius with a big heart, good soul My dear friend, my mentor
My beloved husband, my daddy
My soul mate, my lover forever
In my heart
Time is too long for those who grieve,
But for those who love,
Time is Eternity...
Yin Liu lives in Chalfont, PA, in a large house and yard
that she and her husband bought shortly before his
death. She works as a Chinese translator at Temple
University.
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THREE POEMS BY DAVID SUBACCHI

CASTLES
On wet afternoons
We pay to visit
The English castles
Grim towers of stone
Ditches of defence
Arrow slits above
Fortified gateways.
Charities now care
For their maintenance
Count the children’s coins
Provide guided tours
Sell home-made chutney
We wander around
Tugging Welsh forelocks
Before these ruins.
The sun sets blood red
Over broken walls
Where battles once raged
Making our way home
Our gnawing guilt still
Refuses to fade
Little reason now
For foes to invade.

RHUALLT
We walked the line of the road
The engineer and I
Two years before it opened
He waved his hand to indicate
Where the carriageway would be
From the top of Rhuallt
Heading west towards the coast
The view should be spectacular
In the distance the mountain
Lightly sprinkled with snow
Looked down indignantly.
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Today I travel that road
Through remnants of green fields
With steel anchors on either side
To hold back the blasted rock
Despite impatient drivers
And the greyness of the tarmac
The view is indeed spectacular.
Above me Snowdon glares
With her peaks all around her
As frightened children gather
For safety and protection
Why don’t you leave us alone?
She hisses, above the traffic’s hum
Why don’t you leave us alone?

TALYBONT
Two pubs and a post office
Two rivers Ceulan and Leri
That this year retched
Their discoloured waters
Across the village green
Into slate roofed cottages.
A church and several chapels
Polished woodwork
Smelling of beeswax
A few modest shops
A garage and woollen mill
A publisher in an old police station.
Welsh voices speaking
By bus stops and school
Then after the annual show
Fisticuffs in the moonlight
On the same muddy ground
Drowned by the angry flood.
David Subacchi was born in Wales (UK) of Italian roots
and has three published collections of poems. ‘First
Cut’ (2012), ‘Hiding in Shadows’ (2014) and ‘Not Really
a Stranger’ (due in May 2016). In addition he is about
to publish a booklet of Sonnets based on Ireland’s
Easter Rising of 1916. David studied at the University
of Liverpool and is a full time writer and poet. He is
increasingly well published internationally. View his blog
at http://www.writeoutloud.net/profiles/davidsubacchi.
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FOUR POEMS BY IRIS J. ARENSON-FULLER

Hunger

Visit From a Chinese
Poetess & Reminders of
India

We all hunger for different things
in different ways
the essence of it hard to explain
by one creature to another
It can be a gnawing rodent
incisors tearing into vulnerable flesh
or a soft longing that sits in hidden folds
a quiet, wistful yearning not yet recognized
as the savage brute it will grow into
if left unnoticed and unnourished
If what you need visits in dreams,
sleeping or awake, multicolored, splashy,
making your secret inner being tremble with joy
it’s time to climb out of the dense brambles
your limiting beliefs have planted around your
life
If your dreams are lifeless, drab stories
you have told yourself forever
till the deafening thunder of the impossible
drowns out the sweet surprise of the now
then organize a march to overthrow
what holds you captive in some alien place
You will know what you hunger for
if you listen, then gently birth the you who waits
the pains may come crashing in
but the crescendo will be amazing
this foamy top of the wave may knock you over
and then you will rise up to swim over it
sating your hunger with that very foam
as sweet as the illicit childhood shot in the mouth
from the can of whipped cream
when your mother looked away.
You mustn’t look away, though
mustn’t drift aimlessly to shore now
that you know what your hunger is
what it takes to fill up your soul
to sing songs long buried under
your heart’s dusty cover
to add color and luster to what is dull
to be the true you, the bright wildflower
in the field, saluting the sun without fear

Her word paintbrush stroked the image today
onto my mind’s canvas,
leaving stern, black characters to read and
puzzle,
as consciousness held a conversation
with itself.
Sudden crazy head-traffic, nonstop horns,
fruit hawkers chanting, loudly peddling
mangoes and bananas.
Gas fumes from motorized rickshaws
overpowering senses.
Let your web of energy do the coaching,
I tell myself.
For me to imagine her herons and seagulls
sleeping with heads tucked away, is not hard.
They did not wish to see the men passing by
on the river.
I do not always wish to see the core of me.
I know how the wind animates the body and
stirs it,
so skin flutters like leaves with no souls,
from repose to motion.
Forces invade the body and then,
spirit disharmony, along with body and mind.
Let your web of energy do the coaching,
I tell myself.
I am excited about this core that wants to come
out of its musty closet.
If only it were as simple as someone’s
repressed sexuality.
I embrace it, peeking through parted fingers,
wanting to look long and lovingly,
and soon I will.
I drift above the characters, watching
the six pernicious influences.
I am not afraid of them, but aware, flowing.
I follow the trail into her brushstrokes,
with mind finally quiet, finally knowing
that I have the power to be me no matter what.
SPRING 2016
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March Meanness
(2016 – The year that would
have been our 50th)

I don’t believe that April is
the cruelest month.
Mean March is my month without mercy,
still often frozen here in New England,
where we struggled from frigid to bleak,
to numb and back, watching from the window
asking the poppies to wave again,
but they did not return for years.
Mean March, full of intense longing
for how life used to be before the wheelchair,
the moodswings, the disobedient nerves,
the spell someone placed on the man
who once cradled my heart, who once said
that moonbeams brought me to him,
who told everyone, “I’m in love with a
beautiful poet.”
Mean March, the bloodstone month
when my spirit leaked out into the ground,
mingling with broken glass from windows
shattered by the firemen,
the month when my new skin formed,
covering the past with a smoky shroud of brittle
memories,
so fragile I feared they would crumble into soot,
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so strong, I thought they would never stop their
torment.
Mean March when anguish returns decades
later.
I sometimes snuggle beneath a faded quilt,
fondling soft selvage, stroking the long story of
my life
that returns in a fogged-over dream, as though
viewed through cataracts.
Mean March, but faithful March,
in its ability to pull me back into pain,
less harsh, but still packing a weapon.
Mean March when hard ground surrenders,
at first resisting sun’s bold advances,
then accepting warmth deep within itself.
Soon the daffodil, symbolic March flower,
blossom of new beginnings, of eternal love,
will surprise me, poking out a canary yellow
head,
reminding me that there is still joy in my world
no matter how many ghosts I have
and I will write a new poem, weeping but
smiling.
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The Right Side of the Grass
Waking up today things seem different,
dream-like, no wiper blades to swipe over
the eyes for a clearer view.
Nothing is different really.
I sold the rings so a few more small bits
of my sister have disappeared, moved to
the crowded room furnished with
the outdated odors of gold and rose,
with opalescent cameos calling out my name,
50’s vases signed by the artist, once treasured,
worth just a few bucks now when I search on
eBay.
I can hoard only so many memories, must let
them go
when they don’t serve me, when they Elmer’sglue me
to her walls of blue-grey that pretended to
resemble water
in the dry desert condo where she once thought
she was starting anew like a bride, but where
she shriveled up and grew old instead,
in the dusty California drought.
I squint to bring it all into focus,
morning crust still holding eyelids captive,
images gradually take their blurry shapes,
the old house, foundation shaking
as the N train barrels through on the tracks
below her small Brooklyn backyard,
then the huge copper plates on the wall,
the rosebushes crowding each other
in the tiny pseudo-garden, calling out,
“Notice me, smell me and forget the sadness
and pain of the dead son, forget
the invisible elephants stomping about the yard
where we don’t acknowledge the loss or the
drugs
that made it all happen.”
I smell the things I don’t want to smell,
the faded old photos packed up in cartons,
the scent of musty jewelry boxes, of tarnished
pins
with missing gemstones, bracelets with broken
clasps.
I need to let go of the odor of crumbling things,
of sad colors, must remember the rainbows
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shining through the stained glass window,
the toy stove she used for cajoling me with bits
of food
when I was tiny and wouldn’t eat.
I am here on the right side of the grass,
but my sister is long gone
It does no good to say, like Patti Smith,
“Come back now. You have been dead
long enough.” It won’t work.
Iris Arenson-Fuller, CPC, ACC, is a professional certified
life coach who specializes in Life Stage, Family &
Relationship Changes which includes help with loss of
all kinds, and adoption and family issues. Iris has been
writing since she was 3, has been published in a variety
of magazines and in two anthologies. More of her writing
can be found on her coaching web site, where there
are many articles, as well as a poetry section. www.
VisionPoweredCoaching.com

Eve Maslin made this stained glass mobile for the kitchen
window of her home in Elkins Park, PA.
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THE FOLLOWING POEMS / STORIES WERE WRITTEN
BY MEMBERS OF THE COFFEESHOP WRITERS’
GROUP, which meets weekly at the home of Beatriz
Moisset in Willow Grove, PA.
TWO BY ALLAN HELLER

The Gaggle
What these old birds lack in poise and grace
They make up for in verve and volume
Squawking continuously, but with perfect
segues
So that if you’re within earshot
A sizeable radius
You can get the guano on everyone.
Including yourself.

Jenny’s Baby
What can I say when Jenny whips out her
iPhone
Slides her finger up and down the screen
And thrusts the glaring image of her newborn
baby
Resembling a giant prune with fur
Into my un-expectant face?
Wrapped in a blanket of androgynous white
Tiny fists closed tightly
Mouth twisted in a toothless snarl
Lately emerged from uterine slime.
“She’s cute,” I finally expel.
Jenny’s look is a pinprick between my eyes.
“It’s a he.”
Allan Heller is the poet laureate of Hatboro, PA. A prolific
writer, his poems and short stories have been widely
published. He has also published several books.

Hiding under
Beatriz’s father’s
desk are Sofia
and Florencia
who live with
their family
in Cordoba,
Argentina. Her
grandnieces may
not realize the
desk is over 100
years old.
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My Father’s Desk
by Beatriz Moisset
Three Moisset generations have used my father’s
desk as a playground and hiding place. For many
years, the desk sat in the room we used to call
“el consultorio,” although it had stopped being
a doctor’s office years earlier. We also used to
call the room “the boys’ bedroom,” a more
appropriate term because it served that function
then and for many years to come.
In 1945, my father, along with more than a
hundred Argentinean professionals, resigned
his post at the University of Cordoba in protest
of Peron’s dictatorial measures. Determined to
continue his research, he spent his own money
outfitting a modest laboratory, which he set in
that multi-purpose room. His desk became a lab
bench.
It was there that I saw him extract a living,
pulsating heart from a toad. With the
appropriate equipment he could keep the
heart alive for more than twenty-four hours,
long enough to study the effects of drugs on
its function. Day after day, he repeated the
experiments with other toad’s hearts testing
drugs and dosages.
Spellbound, I watched everything he did and
soon became his assistant at age eleven. When
he wasn’t home, I was in charge of recording
heart rate and refreshing the saline solution that
kept the heart going according to schedule.
This was my first exposure to the world of
scientific research, and I was hooked for life.
Beatriz Moisset was born in Argentina and has been a
resident of the United States for more than 50 years. A
biologist by profession and a photographer and painter
by avocation, she finally found the way to combine all
these different interests in one single package when she
became interested in pollinators, such as wasps, bees and
ants. She’s been photographing and painting them and
studying their biology and ecology and says “I probably
could spend the rest of my life doing so because the
subject is endlessly fascinating and of tremendous
aesthetic, ecological and economic importance.” She
lives in Willow Grove, PA.
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TWO BY REMINGTON MURPHY

The Green Machine

His Troubling Paradox

Why does the seed have to germinate?
Why does the root, in its impetus,
Have to push through the dirt?
Why does the trunk, defying gravity,
Thrust ever upward?
Why does it have to do this?
What gives it the right?

“Death is the natural order of things,”
He mused, killing the time before sleep.
And based on several people he knew,
One of whom being his wife,
He was strongly convinced of this fact.
There was, however, one nagging thought
That plagued his stubborn little mind.
(Let us call it, for the sake of our analysis,
His “troubling paradox”).
Which is, if wheels stick in the mud,
If engines age and parts fall into disrepair,
If entropy appears to be the crown prince
Of all that we see in this visible universe,
How is it possible that life, in this place,
On the edge of the galaxy,
On a craggy piece of crabgrass,
Begins with simple one-celled organisms,
Which then evolve, through natural selection,
Improving over time,
Branching out, becoming more complex?
How is it possible, he wondered,
That the crocus, having suffered,
Died, and gone the way of all plants,
Defies the order of the universe,
Pushing up again?

When it begins leafing,
When it sails upon the air,
Strong as a fortress,
Yet delicate, light as a feather,
Threatening to break,
Precarious on the wind, creaking,
Like a wooden ship of old
Fabulously laden,
When it soars,
Thriving, branching out,
When it offers up its shade,
Yielding up its fruit,
Why does the tree have to do this?
What’s the point?
When the spring, for all its imperfections,
For all its starts and interruptions,
Nevertheless muddles through,
What’s the big idea?
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Remington Murphy was born in 1958, grew up in the
Philadelphia suburbs, and received his BA and MA in
English from Temple University. He has been a postal
clerk since 1986, which is where he met his late wife
Valerie, who died in 2015.
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THREE BY RUTH Z DEMING

I’M SICK OF IT ALL
Finding the plumpest cherries
at the grocery store, the firmest
peaches, the freshest baby
spinach, then being asked if I
have my bonus card, and
carrying my canvas bag to
the car, windows wide open
to catch the summer breeze.
How I long to escape!
They’d miss me, certainly,
for a few months, and then
I’d be as forgotten as the
red and gold maple leaf
in its early descent.
From the ATM, I’d take a
bundle of twenties, and
ride the train all the way
to Cleveland, my old home
town. Aunt Selma’s house is
empty, since she moved in
with her daughter.
I’d break through the back door
in the middle of the night, holding
my purple flashlight, and find my
way to the living room. There I’d
spend the night on the fuzzy
gray davenport.
Do you need help? I’d ask at
one of the Jewish bakeries
that are still left. I’d move
around, my apron caked with
flour, in an aroma of
coconut cakes, pecan tarts,
and fresh-baked challah. My
hair would be black again
and they’d call me
“Rifka” my Hebrew name.
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I’d be young again
free
unencumbered
and spend my nights on
the screened-in back porch with
the rickety steps
staring up at the stars.
And wondering.
Anyone up there?

THE KILL
It was all done in silence.
No one quite sure
what went down.
Black wings swoop
down from wintry
sky. The train
moans in the
distance, an
elegy for the
puddle of
gray feathers
that flutter
with the wind.

THE RED CARPET AWAITS ME
Like a new bride, I approach home
pink petals a-flutter
in the street, dove
turns head in bird bath
to greet me, crow
saunters up a
neighbor’s drive
his caw! caw! following
me home
And Mailman Justin
waves hello from
his stuffed white truck.
Ruth Z. Deming of Willow Grove, PA, has been published
in many online poetry lit mags. She writes about
ordinary things: Garbage Night (two dozen poems), mail
carriers, nature poems, neighbors. She belongs to The
Coffeeshop Writers Group, now held at Beatriz’s condo,
who makes delicious coffee for the dozen folks who
attend.
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Lassen Volcanic National Park: Rainbow of Colors
by Harriet Rellis
It’s so peaceful here
At Lassen Volcanic National Park in Mineral, California.
Visiting Cousins Marion and Bob.
The volcanic development of Lassen is creative, real, and ongoing.
I am driven along the straight but curvy Avenue of the Pines,
seeing a rainbow of pastel colors:
Ivory, beige, tan, gray, yellow, orange, and red in the mountains and volcanic ash
The deep green of Emerald Lake and dark navy blue of Lake Helen.
All of my senses address the steamy, sulfured-smelling “mud-pots”
Like those I recall experiencing as a teen
In Yellowstone National Park.
Hiking in Bumpass Hell across narrow ridges of the stone path,
sometimes waiting for others to go ahead.
I arrive at the end of the Rainbow, being careful not to fall off of the wood runway
Into the hot, bubbling, sulfured-smelling “mud-pots” of pastel pools of
green, blue, yellow, and pink.
After enjoying a picnic lunch at Kings’ Creek, the meandering stream beckons
with small waterfalls and the myriad colors and shapes of California wildflowers.
I view Mount Lassen, formed 27,000 years ago,
Today with only a single spot of snow atop.
I am kayaking on the calm water of Manzanita Lake.
The Area of Devastation recalls the 2012 forest fire with burnt-out tree trunks,
Black against their brown and reddish bark.
I view the black and red dacite boulders formed by Lassen’s eruption.
I ascend the ashy, pine cone-needled trail to Cinder Cone,
covered everywhere with gray and brown pine cones
Like the bowling balls I’ve used for duck pins.
I spot the delicate golden pineapple cone with petals atop.
I want so badly to take it home, but I know it’s not allowed.
The black boulders of various sizes and colors form a wall of lava,
caught in a time-warp.
I see the faces of Abraham Lincoln and a bear in the boulders.
Back at the cabin, I see forty years of painstaking work to enlarge a small space
into today’s cozy seven-room home.
Thank you Amy, for the hammock, giving me firm but gentle spine support!
As I lie here, the sun warms my face.
I feel the gentle breeze.
My breathing slows and my body relaxes
As I hear the birds calling each other.
I am meditating.
It’s so peaceful here.
Harriet Rellis is a retired nurse who lives in Warminster, PA
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THREE POEMS BY MARTHA HUNTER

This Old House
This empty house,
My footsteps muffled against
Dusty carpet,
Wounded walls
Flaking paint from
the former tenants
years of hard living
I hear the echoes of
loved ones long gone
from these rooms,
The granny who could
spear a child to the spot
with a searing glance,
Capable of boxing an ear
Or gathering a crying child to her
Ample bosom in a smothering embrace.
The unmarried aunt
Whose best, sophisticated years
are a distant memory,
now reduced to watching her ‘stories’
in the dim living room,
Doors double bolted
from the frightening world
she now inhabits.
The young mother
weeping out her frustration
at a wrong turn in the road.
Her baby,
seeking a peaceful port
in the storm.
I hear the laughter of the
holiday dinner table,
Hymns playing on the HiFi,
Piano lessons and
teenage tears and arguments
against the parents who loved their
Angst ridden child into adulthood.
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I see science projects and
PTA cupcakes,
Garden birthdays and dates
ending with kisses in the gazebo
behind the hedges,
Heedless of the watchful eyes
of the adults who
chuckled with sweet memory.
Little girls spreading flour and sugar
around the kitchen,
Producing treats only a father
or grandfather would love,
The whirr of a sewing machine
and the faux expensive
gowns and layettes that
came from it.
I hear the whispers of the prayers
of Worship,
Lost hope,
Pleading,
Intercession,
Angrily or gently
sent heavenward.
And now,
A new denizen
with new hopes and dreams,
New prayers,
New expectations,
An adventure unfolding
in front of her.
The spirits of this old house rejoice
In the renewal of life.
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Snowy Dreamscape
We wake to the dreamscape of the
Long awaited snowfall
That covers our little piece of the world,
Pillowy mounds that
Shape themselves to the
lawn chairs that were
Forgotten from warmer days.
Our windows sparkling with
Crystalline designs,
Or as Mother used to say,
“Jack Frost’s calling card!”
This chilly ‘morning after.’
With shovels and shakers of salt
We begin the 2016 dig out,
Neighbors who never speak,
Now smiling,
Calling out the traditional, trite
Humor of snowstorm aftermath.
“Deep enough for ya?”
Where are the boys who used to
Travel the streets, their father’s shovels in hand,
Earning spending money from the
Elderly or infirm
Who, with heart conditions and arthritis,
can no longer shovel like they did
when they were forty.
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We clear the car and move it
To the end of the drive,
Ready to roll when the plow finally makes it
To our little side street.
But wait,
there,
Under the bumper!
tiny tracks and
Nests of snow.
Some small creature
Had found refuge from the
Storm beneath my car,
Perhaps it was Papa Cottontail
Who couldn’t make it home before
The raging winds came,
Able to rest easy, knowing that
Mama was snuggled down in the burrow
with the little ones, safe and warm.
We follow the fresh tracks
Down the walkway,
Across the yard
Out of sight
And say a silent prayer
Of thanks for the
Wonder of nature
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Remembering
I sit in the waiting room of the old mansion,
where my healer practices her art
And in my mind‘s eye,
I see ‘them’ After twenty years
their spirits still inhabiting this place,
ascending and descending the staircase,
Roaming the hallways,
Settling in the therapy rooms
that once were parlors
where time was spent
in family pursuits.
The denizens smile and nod in appreciation.
They are the ghosts of patients past.
The schizophrenics,
The anxious,
Depressed and
Bipolar,
Old and young,
Children and grandparents,
Marrieds, religious and non believers,
Their faces reflecting despair turned to hope,
Brokenness to wholeness,
Precariously balancing
in the hushed space between
life and death,
being snatched back from the ledge.
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They wink at me and they smile,
nodding in encouragement.
This has been my safe place,
My refuge for a decade
and I’m known here,
inside and out.
One day,
when the building has
turned back into a home,
Perhaps my spirit will walk these rooms,
Blessing the new family.
another woman,
navigating the maze of
brittle emotions,
will feel the subtle breeze
of my hand on her shoulder,
Perhaps a whisper kiss
on the forehead,
that lets her know
It’s going to be alright.
You will live and not die.
Here,
You will take wing and soar.
Martha Hunter of Willow Grove, PA, is a substitute
assistant for special ed in the district. A retired early
education teacher and pastoral counselor, she is a wife,
mother and grandmother. She enjoys sewing, painting,
and writing on religious and romance themes.
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FOUR BY LINDA BARRETT

Fight the Darkness

Autumn Hunt

Fight the darkness
wrestle it before it
overtakes your soul
Fight the darkness
to stand tall
Fight the darkness
with positive energy
Fight the darkness
jump out of your sitting position
Run towards the light
full of its truth
Counteract the fear
within you
by beating it down
deny its power over you
Talk back to the voices
tormenting your head
Turn back from your hallucinations
with reality.
Fight the darkness

At the blare of the horn,
The great stag raises his horned head
in the middle of the forest.
He knows they’re after him
A party of royals crowned in
vivid autumn leaves
chase after him upon
white horses
He turns at the horn’s sound
dashes into the kaleidoscopic
Fall forest
His strong legs move through
the trees,
Nimble hooves scatter the forest’s
dirt, kicking out dust
from behind him.
The Nobles’ white riding costumes
flash against the ruddy leaves
and topple them from branches.
Pausing,
they search for their prey
aristocratic born eyes
left in confusion
within the folds of
the stag’s sylvan kingdom
With his brown eyes,
the mahogany furred forest king
remembers an escape route
kicks up his hooves and
speeds along it
leads the hunting party
down his path
At its very edge,
he leaps up and over.
The hunting party pulls
back their white horses’ reins
as the stag flies over the cliff’s edge
and lands upon his feet again
into a deep valley.
Transcending gravity’s laws,
He escapes into his forest once again
until next hunting season.
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To Ruth
You had your manic episode
in the 1980’s, a mother of two children
your mind in a complete overload
committed to Norristown back then
held down in restraints, a tragic 302
gained weight on the lithium drug
struggled with ups and downs but you
weren’t the kind to lie there on the rug
fought yourself back to impressive sanity
used your experience to form a support group
wrote to congressmen, involved the community
delivered so many out of mental illness’ black
loop
After thirty years, there’s lots of proof
you’ve changed our lives, beloved Ruth
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Butterfly Woman
To Kym Cohen
Out of
Cancer’s Cocoon, you struggle
From caterpillar to chrysalis
Fight what’s eating at your body
Emerge once again fully healed, ready to
Fly again
Linda Barrett of Abington, PA, has won several prizes
for her poetry and short stories from the Montgomery
County Community College Writers’ Contest. She works
at the Roslyn Giant Food Store.

THREE BY DONNA KRAUSE

Gone
I want nothing more of this existence
Humans reach out
But I am no longer there
Do what you want with me
I’m crying now but l can no longer hear
I just fall through the filthy cracks
Of the sidewalk
Leave me as l want to leave you
Help can’t find me
I’m just a shadow
That lurks in the hazy moonlight
Aversion to the sun
With its fiery display
They’re closing my body
That can be used for science
Hurry before l rot away
My blood cannot wash away
My pain.

There is a roaring glow
That is capable of
Whispering in my ears
I have to live
No matter what confines me
Can l slay the grotesque
Thoughts that tell me
l’m not worthy
To feel the joy
That life can bring?
Getting wrapped up in sorrow
Chokes my very being
I need to fight
It’s too easy
For me to give up
The process can be cruel
Waiting for these drugs
To get through
My system
I could easily get lost
In this familiar territory
Who chose me to carry
This feeling
Of doom and despair?
I’m hoping that the light
of day will become
More visible to me
I want to be free
And happy
Like joyful rainbows
Dancing in the sky!

The fight to live
The sun is peeping out
And pushes away
The groggy moon
As long as my blood
Is pumping through my veins
I cannot hide away
From the world
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The First Snowfall
The parents walked along
In the first snowfall
The new flakes tickled their faces
What a refreshing sensation
A new frozen blanket
Covered the hills and valleys
That scene was so mesmerizing
It filled their souls with enthusiasm
The children have gathered
Their snow garb
Excitement had filled their hearts
Once again
They grabbed their saucers
their sleds
They took their first ride
Down the glistening mound
Of nature’s finest powder
A snowy scene on their calendar
on the wall
It’s as if it jumped off the paper
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Proud parents were delighted
When they heard their children’s laughter
As they dashed down the hills
That God had provided
They wanted to go faster and faster
As if they were flying
Above the marshmallow clouds
Their cheeks were red as strawberries
That grew on the vines
In spring
Their parents called these
Adorable snow bunnies
In to eat their lunches
As their clothes dried by the fire
It didn’t take long
Before each youngster
Took another voyage
Down the steep hill
On that fun loving day
In December
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My Heart Sister
Laura and l
Have a bittersweet connection
We both mourn the deaths of
Our children
We’re friends that share
What’s in our hearts
After Mariel’s death from meningitis
I saw a news flash
Stephan, Laura’s son
Died of the same affliction
Coming home on the plane
From his college trip
I called channel six news
To see if I could ask
For permission to write
His mother
Laura agreed
And we have been corresponding
For fifteen years

Now l’m going back
To people who just don’t
Understand me
We still have our butterflies
That visit us
From time to time
Shimmering black, sparkling gold
And vibrant white
They’re signs that our babies
Are with us everyday
Mariel and Stepanek
Holding hands
In the temple of God
Laughing, and sharing stories
Of their mothers
Who are left behind.
Donna Krause lives in Willow Grove, PA, with her
loving pipe-smoking companion Denny. More than
most individuals, she has had many losses, but her
faith keeps her strong, as did a recent series of ECT,
electroconvulsive therapy. Despite her travails, Donna
keeps up with her lifeline: writing poetry.

We wrote letters
And sent pictures of our families
We helped each other through
Our tragedies and triumphs
I met her in New York once
We were overjoyed to be together
Like the ocean meets the shore
Staying up all night we
Exchanged photo albums
And tears
Taking breaks to snack on
Brownies and tea
Chattering like sorority girls
On their class picnic
Time went so fast
And we had to part
How could I say so long
To Laura who lives
So far away
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